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Authorities Looking For Le Is Borrowed By A Jay See
Subscriptions 43 00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents.
roy Clark, Missing Since
As the Basis For An
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
He
Borrowed
a
Car
other Problem
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established A New Contributor Views
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab- |
Situation In Europe; Re "This is a poor way out,” read a Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
llshed and consolidated with the Gazette |
note found Tuesday in the room of
Is Mr. X playing the game fair?
ln 1882 The Free Press was established
minds Us Spring Is Near
ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to
Leroy Clark, 29, for whom the State He certainly has a smooth, ingratiat
the Tribune These papers Consolidated
Editor of Thc Courier-Gazette:—
March 17. 1897.
Police are conducting a wide search. ing way in his remarks about me,
♦
II the power to do hard work ♦
*• ls not talent. It ls the best pos- ...
♦ elble substitute Ior It. —James ♦
■* A. Garfield
♦

*•
CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATION

The U. S. Civil Service Commission
has announced a substitute clerkcarrier examination Ior the Postoffice Service at Rockland. Applica
tions must be filed with the Mana
ger. First U. S. Civil Service Dis
trict. Postoffice Building, Boston.
Massachusetts, on or Ijefore March
23. For information in regard to
the requirements and the character
of the examination and for applica
tion blank apply promptly to the
Secretary. Board of U. 8. Civil Serv
ice Examiners. Postoffice. Rockland.
Our Dollar Days- Sale will be con
tinued over Monday and Tuesday
due to the storm. E. B Hastings.
Rockland—adv.

BhfCK

ETHOD
FOR HIE
IIAIR AND SCALP
The famous Brerk Method
Treatments give immediate an.l
positive results.
The
ideal
preparation for your perma
nent A delightful ncsv experi
ence in wave perfection.

MABELLE BEAUTY SHOPPE
Phone 683-W.

483 Main 8t., Rockland

So spring comes Saturday, March
21; but with the inexplicable glad
ness that the thought brings, there
ls the dark, inescapable reminder of
the Battle of the Somme—1918. And
who can splash around puddles, or
listen to a robin these days, even in
undisturbed Maine, without hearing
at the same time the drums on the
Rhine.
The world has never been so mili
tary-minded, history and the "old"
generation tell us war-babies. We
Join the Red Cross, or race the dial
to the latest news reports with a
sense of thrilled excitement, even
when we are fully .aware of what
another war would mean.
The world no longer occupies thc
terrestrial area it used to—spiritual
ly, at least. Regardless of our
declaratlons to mind strictly to our
own affairs, we can do no less than
keep abreast of every development—
to watch thc outcome of the fight
across the street from the safety of
our own front porch.
Hitler is a realist. And although
Germany is essentially a land of
legend, the members of the Nazi
regime, to endorse Itf platform must
necessarily be realistic. France ls
not to the contrary, but she ls more
emotional. 6he ls less stolid, more
undecided perhaps, but fully sensible
to the dangers which she is justified
in thinking threaten her from over
tlie Rhine. One may be perfectly
right in judging Hitler favorably, but
it Is common belief by those affected
by his previous “promises" that his
word amounts to very little—is not
greatly to be reckoned on. In other
instances he has given the world
small assurance that he will hold
good to hls word. Solemn promises
by him to the effect of “peace" in

I

FERR1N-B00TH

EVANGELISTIC MEETINGS
Beginning At

THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
SUNDAY EVENING, MARCH 22
At 7.13
I

HOWARD W. FERRIN, Preacher

F. CARLTON BOOTH, Soloist and Song Director
Heard over the Yankee Network each Sunday
at 8.00 A. M.
SPECIAL MUSIC A FEATURE
Services each week day except Saturday at 7.30

Accompanying this cryptic remark
were reasons for an apparent sui
cide, and the writer had even gone
to the extent of naming two hymns
which he desired to have sung at his
funeral.
The warrant carried by State Pa
trolman George I. Shaw, however,
alleges that Clark stole a motor car
belonging to John A. Curry of this
city. The car was borrowed from
Curry last Saturday. Clark said he
would return In an hour, and when
all attempts today had failed to lo
cate him the matter was placed In
the hands of the authorities.
Clark belongs in Union, but also
has a room in Belfast. He had not
been seen at the latter place since
March 9. .
Clark, who is married is 5 feet 10
inches tall, cf dark complexion, and
was wearing a gray suit and blue
overcoat when last seen. The miss
ing car bore Maine license plates No.
87539.

I

I
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but had I read his last advice to me
before I sen', my answer to May
Pole's problem, I would have been
sunk. He knows that I am leaving
no stone unturned to learn his
identity. He. in dodging from trade
to trade and clime to climb, is striv
ing to evade me.
Now he ls trying to make me think
he is either a baker or a dentist.
Several times he uses the term, “pi,”
and also the idiomatic phrase, “ex
tracting roots.-- They way he spells
“pi” shows that he is either un
educated as a baker or else he is a
printer, pi being a printer’s term for
jumbled type, and the way he
jumbled the figures in doing a little
job of ribbon hanging shows he
certainly is a pi artist.
Then again, his statement as to the
method I would assume tends to
make me dizzy. No spinning on a
75-foot pole for met I am just dizzy |
enough now to give him one of my
easy ones.
Ed Powell, now in Florida, ls
Europe for twenty-five years are not
running
a hen farm and raising
likely to be taken very seriously.
watermelons
as a side line. He has
France and Belgium are hardly to be
condemned therefore, for naturally four boys working for him. Ed sends
disregarding this apparent last straw these boys to market with the fruit
of these two pursuits, tells them just
towards peace.
In
war
Inevitable?
Winston how much tc bring back and they
Churchill believes so. He predicts do it. A few days ago the four boys
another European war within five started out with mixed cargoes of
i eggs and elephantine cucumbers
years— some give even less time—
, (otherwise melons) Boy 1 had a mix
some say another week will undoubt
ture of 30 pieces; boy 2, 100 pieces,
edly bring forth the revelation that
likewise mixed; boy 3, 170 pieces,
the world Ls waiting for so breath
! ditto; and boy 4 had a basket conlessly—some, remembering the war
, tabling all hen fruit.
scare of last March, and last autumn.
Boys 1. 2 and 3 must all sell eggs
are as certain that negotiations will
at the same price a dozen and melons
as usual stave off the "inevitable”
at the same price each. Boy 4 sold
and the world will cool again, also as
I all his eggs at his own price. 25 cents
usual.
i a dozen. Lo and behold, at the end
At any rate, there is small chance
of the sale period, each boy turned in
that the United States will throw
exactly the same sum to his emher hat into the ring whatever the
I ployer. Now. Mr. X. the problem is:
circumstances ln Europe. This as
I What was the price of eggs a dozen
surance is not directly responsible
for boys 1, 2 and 3? AVhat was each
to public opinion, as might be sup
I melon sold for? How many eggs did
posed. but to the extraordinary
boy 4 sell? How much money did
leader who basks in the enviable dis
each boy get?
How many melons
approval of Big Business. “The Radio
did each of thc first three boys sell?
Priest.-' We have hardly forgotten
Practice a few minutes on this one.
that unprecedented landslide of
It's a snap, but I warn you, Mr X
public opinion which poured over
that whatever answer you may give
Washington last spring when the
and prove correct, I shall give you
question of our joining thc Court
an entirely different one and like
wa? up before America. And. It ls
wise prove it.
admitted, our consequent state of
A Jay See
complete freedom of pacts and al
Union, March 17
liances is attributable to none other
than Father Coughlin.
NOTICE !
And so March 21 is in red letters
Will be attending the New England
on the calenoar in honor of spring Council of Optometrists, Monday,
end the Somme, and the first robins Tuc; day and Wednesday, March 23-25.
Office will be open for appointment-.
are reported in Maine.
I)RS. J. F. A B. F. BURGESS
—By Kerns Oliver
Optometrists
Camden March 19

COME EARLY FOR A GOOD SEAT

J. A. JAMESON CO.
SIM’S

LUNCH

133T&Th-tf

743 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL 17

FANCY NATIVE FOWL....................... ...... lb

.28

35c

LITTLE PIG PORK ROASTS................ ....... Ib

.25

(Swift'* Beat Heavy Weatern Beef—Earh Serving One-half Pound)

SWIFT’S CLOVER BACON.................. ....... lb

.30

TENDER HONEY COMB TRIPE...... ...... lb

.18

SIRLOIN, TENDERLOIN, RUMP.
AND HAMBURG STEAKS-

REDUCTION IN
PRICE OF

SOFT COAL

BAXTER’S BAKED BEANS tall cans .15; 3for .40
LGE. STRICTLY FRESH NATIVE EGGS doz

.30

SUPERBA PUMPKIN........................... .. 2 cans
SUPERBA SQUASH............................. .. 2 cans

.25
.25

2 LB. JAR PEANUT BUTTER.......

.29

BAXTER’S POD RUN PEAS............. ... 3 cans

.50

Northern Spy Apples ....... pk .40
Pure Currant Jelly .... 11!- oz .20
Good Maine Corn....... 3 cans .30
Fruit For Salad—
No. 1 cans .... -............................ 20
Three cans ................................. 50
Superba Chocolate Malted
Milk .......................... 1 Ib can .15

Screened Soft Coal
Now per ton

Scot Tissue .................... 3 rolls .25
Supcrba Peaches, halves or
sliced .................... 20; 3 cans .20
last time at this price.
Beechnut Tomato Juice cock
tail ........ „................. pint bot .20
Three pint bots for ................ 50

CAPITAL TOILET PAPER, flat pkg
Package................... 15. 3 packages ....

.40

CHASE & SANBORN

BREAK O’ MORN COFFEE

(AU Lumps)

lb

ORANGE PEKOE TEA, good....................... lb

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
ROCKLAND

Nice Potatoes .................. peck
New Dates ........................ 3 lbs
New Pitted Dates .....................
Jumbo Prunes ................ 2 ibs

Pineapple Jelly .......... 1 lb jar .15
Apple and Grape Jelly, 1 lb .15
Bread and Butter Pickles, jar .19
Lucky Dog Food .... .
3 cans .25
Supcrba Tomatoes—
Large can ....................................20
Three cans ............... „................ 30
Small cans ................... „............ 15
Three cans ................................. 40

Make the old boy a pie.

Household Soft Coal
Now per ton

517 MAIN ST.

Dried Beef ........ ....... 5 oz jars
good for a ahange.
Prudence Corned Beef Hash
you should buy this.

TEL. 487
32-39

THREE CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, March 19, 1936

.19
.43

DEVONSHIRE COFFEE ............................... lb

.25

CAMPBELL’S TOMATO JUICE 314-oz cans

.23

NEW ST. JOHN ALEWIVES.................. 3 for

.25

TO THE CITIZENS OF CAMDEN

Volume 91.................. Number 34.

MR. CONNELLAN IS OUT

i Advertisement)
TOWN MANAGER: Yes. the Town
MUNICIPAL OFFICERS: Revised
Manager has been re-engaged for' Statutes of 1930. "Penalty for neg1936. this action was taken by the'kct of °nicers' duty
town
_
. . „ ,
.
I officer who neglects any duty lawBoard of Selectmen the same day I. „
. . ...
s fully required of him, forfeits not
that they were elected to office, the i exceedlng |20 for every such neglect "
salary is the same as 1935, $3000. It
PROPERTY VALUATION: Many
was not necessary for the Board of of the citizens of Camden should do
Selectmen to take this action at their some comparing of valuations. They
first meeting, they could have waited will find it very interesting, and pos
until their third meeting if they so sibly beneficial to themselves.
desired as provided for under THE
TOWN GOVERNMENT: Do the
TOWN CHARTER. Why the great citizens of Camden want DICTA
RUSH? What happened to the PE TOR form of Town Government?
TITION which was given to the Who runs the Town?
Board of Selectmen In 1933 and con
Please bear ln mind that ail of the
tained over 300 names with reference town problems are the concern of
to the same Town Manager?
each and every citizen, because when
NEW CEMETERY: I am advised all is said and done the citizens pay
by the Town Manager that the new the bills, and furthermore if the citi
cemetery has been purchased and I zens are not satisfied with the con
have seen the written approval of ditions they can change them.
the Cemetery Association which is on
Harry T. Oushee
file at the Town office.
Camden. March 18

The Emergency Council Accepts a Resignation
He Never Sent—His Statement

The political faction which has made a statement concerning his
been opposing the incumbency of version of il« case. It follows:
“I have received a letter dated
James E. Connellan In the important
March 16 from Lyle T. Alverson, Act
office of State Director of the Na
ing Executive Director of the Na
tional Emergency Council, achieved tional Emergency Council, advising
Its purpose Tuesday when the Wash me that his office has accepted my
ington wire brought news that Mr. resignation effective as of March 15,
Connellan's resignation had been 1936. I have never sent such resig
nation. since I have no reason for
accepted.
resigning, and have been advised by
That Mr. Connellan had never the National Emergency Council
presented his resignation and that headquarters that their decision ia
he did not know of thc Council's ac not prompted by personal prejudice
tion until informed of it by a mem to me. or of any criticism of my
work or of my record. On the con
ber of The Courier-Gazette staff, is
trary they have in the past approved
beside the fact. Hie story of his my work.
ousting was thus told by an Associ
Hie only reason given by Washing
ated Press despatch which appeared ton headquarters is as follows:
" ‘This derision is made witiiout
in- the evening pa|>ers of Tuesday
personal
prejudice to you and was
"The resignation of James E. Con
made only because of the difficulties,
nellan as its. State director in Maine,
perhaps beyond your control, which
was announced today by the Na have supervened and which render It
tional Emergency Council.
Tlie difficult for you to accomplish proper
resignation was effective Marcli 15. co-ordination between State and
NEC officials said they did not ex Federal Agencies.’
pect the appointment of a successor
"Hiat seems to sum up the facts
!
immediately.
as to the termination of my official
During the past week the Thomas- i15-13 in favor of the Thcmaston lads
"A fellow townsman of Represen relationship with the National
tative Edward C. Moran of Rockland. Emergency Council.
ton High School basketball teams at the half.
"I think that no additional facts
Have occupied a very conspicuous I
third period the teams con- Connellan was appointed without the
tinued their nip and tuck battle until support of Governor Louis Brann. can be of importance As State Di
position in the public gaze, and
halfway through Dexter was ousted Hls resignation was believed here tc rector of the National Emergency
wlille the boys failed to land the from the Hampden team and Thorn- be the result of a desire to avoid Council, my chief objective has been
championship of the Small Schools
cut loose
earnesl
becoming involved in the alleged dis loyalty to the Federal Administration
tournament in Bangor, and the girts
, . . .
pute between Moran and the Gover Program and its purposes. I have
were equally unsuccessful at Liver, .
_ „
_ , .
nor over the distribution of Federa. attempted at all times to protect the
_
..
,
. ..
G>rls Lose By One Point
more Falls, they shot so close to the ;
patronage "
! Federal Program In alt Agencies
mark that everybody in Thomaston
®ad ln<teed was lh* story whien
Commenting upon this despatch from being diverted to purposes not
came
out
of
Livermore
Falls
Monday
and vicinity is very proud of them. (
contemplated by the Federal legis
It is not uncommon for the Lewiston Journal said:
And they are especially proud of night
“Mr. Connellan was regarded as lation or regulations.
the fact that Richard Woodcock was teams 10 lose ** a ^ngle point, but
"Now that I have been ousted from
In this instance It was a technical i Con«ressman Moran s right hand
chosen as right forward of the Small
my duties. I wish to reaffirm my
foul
whicli
robbed
thc
Thomaston
man
’
n
Maine
It
was
he
who
war.
School all-tourney team.
girls of a victory which would havc supposed to see that only Moran men allegiance to the whole Democratic
The game which upset the boys'
so proudly rounded out their sea-' *>°* i°^s a,Rl was charged with the Party, both State and National, and
chances at Bangor was Gilman High,
sons achievements
The story of responsibility of putting together a lf my removal from office can satisfy
and the fateful game was thus de
all the members of the Party, both
that
contest is thus told in a Liver-. Moran machine.
scribed by the Bangor Daily News:
more Falls despatch:
| "The retirement of Mr Connellan those openly opposed to me and those
"Gilman High School of North
The girls team representing Liver- *• regarded as an effort by National other loyal Party workers whose at
east Harbor took an early lead in th’
more Falls High School won thc Democratic Chairman James A Far- titude I have not canvassed, I am
first semi-final game and held it
tournament championship here to- le-v’ postmaster general, to win Oov- entirely willing to have myself
al! the way to eliminate Thomas
night by defeating Thomaston 29 to. ernor Brann a consent to running offered as a sacrifice.
ton High 58 to 41.
“I trust that the principles and
28 ln a sizzling duel, the deciding a<faln Thos<' rlosc lo Oie D™-™•Thomaston drew first blood when
point being registered in the final 20 declared tliere isn't a flicker of a objectives of the Democratic Party
Llbbey scored a two-pointer Just
seconds by Dunn of the Livermore rhanre that he will reconsider his may thus be advanced so that we
after the game opened, but Ober,
team on a foul shot with the score, announced decision not to run. It may go forward in united front In
lanky and be-spectacled Oilman left
tied at 28 all
was “‘d in Washington that Con- the campaign of the re-election of
(orward. snatched away the narrow
A technical foul, called on the nellan Was requested by Farley to our great President and all other
lead with two shots Irani the floor
candidates which the Party may
Gilman never lost the advantage Thomaston team, for an extra time resi8nout. gave the locals ihe opportunity
At t,le request of Tlie Courier- nominate for office In the coming
from then on. leading 16-8 at the
Mr. Connellan yesterday campaign."
quarter. 20-17 at the half and 32-21 to win the game It v.as a nip anil Gazette
tuck
game
after
the
first
period
---------at the opening of the final canto.
FLOOD DISASTERS
HE ANSWERS TWO
“Thomaston threatened midway in which found the Livermore Falls sex
the game when Libbey and Day cut tet holding an 8 to 4 lead Thomas
(Morning Radio Bulletins>
And Then “F" Of Florida
the Islanders' margin from six points ton snapped into action in the secto two but foul shots by Tracy and !ond. <’uarler_and _went out froni * Johnstown Penn: Residents strag
Propounds a Little Prob
gled back to their homes after passOber and a field goal bv Carr pulled half time, 18 to 15. Livermore Falls
spurted and managed to gain a tie as ing a sleepless night in emergency
lem Of His Own
Gilman out of danger.
cellars and buildings —Men formed
“Libbey scored 14 points In the the fourth canto started 22 all.
West Palm Beach, Fla March 12
Both teams matched point for' rings and surrounded the buildings
final period, Woodcock adding four
Editor
of The Courier-Gazette:—
more, in a desperate eflort to keep point until the final 20 seconds of of business section of the city, and
no one allowed to enter unless on
the
game
when
a
lapse
on
the
pait
Answer
to Maypole's problem. As
the downriver club in the running,
official business.
of
a
Thomaston
player
in
calling
lor
both the width of ribbon and space
but Haskell, Tracy and the sharpHartford. Conn.: High water, but
shooting Ober piled up 26 points to a time out gave the locals the chance
between turns is the same, one inch,
families are returning to their homes, J
to win.
win by a wide margin.
Thomaston officials feeling that thc city is free half thc area of the pole is covered
Livermore Falls
"Libbey. with 10 field goals and
by the ribbon. Area of pole is 2+10,
rf. Feyler I of danger.
four out of five free tr.rows dropped Oerardine. rf............
Storm most acute in western Mas over 2. times 3.1416 times 900 equals
Thompson,
lf
...................
lf.
Johnsoi
through the hoop, was high scorer,
sachusetts. At Amherst 1500 resi- 16 964 6 square inches. (Difference
but even with the aid of the carrot- A. Dunn. Jc ........ .............. Jc, Coates
dents are sheltered in the college
Barker,
sc
.....................
sc.
Phelps
between perpendicular and slant
thatched Woodcock, who accounted
gymnasium. At Northampton 1500 heJght Qf
B.
Dunn,
rg
rg,
Jacobs
for 12 points, he was unable to keep
‘
* as
are homeless. At West Springfield it is less than 1-100 inch.) Half of
Hiomaston in the running. Ober. at Bartlett, lg ............................ lg. Jae<
Goals—Oerardine' 3. Hiompson 3. 1600 are homeless.
this amount, or 8482 3 square inches
left forward, was the big gun loi
Wheeling, W. Va. Thousands is the area of ribbon, also the length,
the winners with eight field goa!3 A. Dunn 6. Feyler 8. Johnson 4.
warned to leave homes along Ohio as width is one inch only; 8482.3 in.
and five from the foul line. Edwin Coates 1. Fouls—Oerardine, Thomp
river. Nine persons drowned, and divided by 36 equals 235.6 yards.
son.
A.
Dunn
3.
Feyler
2.
Substitu

Tracy, left guard, and Haskell, cen
several injured.
tions
—
Rich.
Condon.
Answer to Rich's fence problem.
ter. were also flipping them ln from
Referees—Walker and Wotton.
Hie side and end of field are repre
all angles. Hie gun was fast but
sented by two numbers whose
clean, no personal fouls being called
WAS UNANIMOUS CHOICE
product is 30 and the sum of whose
until midway in the second period."
squares ls 109. Hie numbers which
Thomaston High won the consola
The Mining Pheasants
Homer E.
Robinson Now
Heads
meet these conditions are 12 and 5.
tion game from Hampden Academy
Maine
State
Golf
Association, Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Hie
shortest rope which will permit
and the story of this contest was
I am wondering what has become
Succeeding Mr. llydr
thus told by the News:
of tlie pheasants? A year ago I fed grazing the entire field is naturally
half the diagonal, or 6 1-2 rods.
"The loss of Nelson Dexter, classy
Homer E Robinson, president of five all winter, and thinking there
While we’re on the subject of
little guard, via the personal foul
would be many more this season. I
route halfway througn the third the First National Bank of Rockland raised corn, oats and sunflower seeds fences, may I submit the following:
quarter, smashed the Hampden has been elected president of the for them, but have seen only two A square field is enclosed by a rail
Academy combination and started a Maine State Golf Association to till thus far. I would like to know if fence. The rails are one rod long
fast and aggressive Hiomaston high the unexpired term of John 11 Hyde anyone else has had a similar experi and the fence is five lails high. The
number of rails in the fence is equal
school quintet on a rampage that
ence.
broke up a close contest that roared of Bath who died suddenly last
to the number of acres in the field.
E. H. Philbrick
into the books a 46-20 triumph for month, the association announced
Find the number of rails.
F
Rockland, March 16.
the Black and White in the consola Tuesday. Mr. Robinson was elected
• • • »
unanimously by the executive com
tion game Saturday night.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Two Lines Of Poetry
"The Hampden lads played a mittee of the association.
If I had my life to live again I would
The new president long has been Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
whale of a game in the first period
have made a rule to read aome noet.re
The P.T.A. is presenting a show in and
listen to some music at least once
which closed with Thomaston lead interested ln golf, was an association
April to raise funds for the organi a week The loaa of these tastes Is a
ing by an 8-6 score. Chandler Dick.iy vice president in 1933. 1934 and 1935.
loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
zation. and is desperately in need of
was the whole works for Hampden in and was first vice president at tlie
NATURE
two lines of poetry. Hiey appear in
this period, scoring all six of tlie time of Mr. Hyde's death. He is a
As a fond mother, when thc day is o'er.
the
second
verse
of
the
poem.
"Makers
member
of
the
Rockland
Country
points while Woodcock and Libbey
Leads by the hand her little child to
bed,
Club and one of its most enthusiastic Of Our Nation," thc first verse read
did the honors for Thomaston.
Half-willing, half-reluctant to be led.
ing in this manner:
And leave hls broken playthings on the
"In the second session the teams golf devotees.
floor.
"The makers of our nation I
fought furiously in a nip and tuck
Still gazing at them through the open
What magic words are they
door.
March is Tweed-Weave month. The Por they call to mind fair pictures." etc.
struggle that brought the tally to
The second verse has these lines: Nor wholly reassured and comforted
Courier-Gazette has this Rytex Spe
By promises of others In their stead.
cial on sale during this month only. "We revere their faith and courage.
Which, though more splendid, may not
Courage In the battle flame.
please him more;
A most attractive shade of blue pa Courage In the council chamber
So Nature deals with, us and takes
Seeking not applause or fame.
per that has a smooth writing sur Faith
away
to drpam. and never doubting
one by one, and by the
To make those dreams come true," etc. Our playthings
GLENCOVE
face. Two hundred sheets 6x7 inches
hand
Would you kindly ask for this poem.
and 100 envelopes, all printed with
Leads us to rest so gently, that we go
or where it can be found, through the Scarce knowing lf we wish to go or
your name and address for $1.00.
NEW ORCHESTRA
columns of your paper and accept Being stay,
too full of sleep to understand
Come Up and Have a Good Time!
How far the unknown transcends the
A Teacher.
Caution to pedestrians: Walk on the gratitude of
what
we know.
33*34
Rockland, March 18.

STILL PROUD OF THEM

Thomaston Teams Didn’t Win Championships

But Made a Fine Showing

WE WANTERKNOW!

Old Fashioned Dance
Friday Nights

the left side of the roadl

—Henry W. Longfellow
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SPRING FOOTBALL

INGRAHAM FAMILY

The Courier-Gazette
TIIREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Every-Other-Day
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A

•Not with eye service, as men pleasers; but as. the service of Christ, do
ing the will of Ood from the heart.
—Eph 6: <5.

New "Tree" Is Being
Drawn—Frank H. Ingra
ham Would Like Help

Albert W. Merchant has com
menced work on tha new drawing of
Thc Coast Guard Cutter Kickapoo. ’ the family tree, showing the de
singing its swan song so far as Maine J scendants of Job. Joseph. Josiah and
coast activities are concerned, came Nancy Ingraham. Since the original
back to port Tuesday, after valiant tree was drawn by John N. Ingrawork in the Penobscot and Kennebec ham. some branches of the family
rivers, where flood damage was so have much increased, and it is deextensive. with a threat of condi- sired to obtain the names of all
tions even worse. From a Bangor descendants, so that the tree may be
Dally News editorial this paragraph brought down to date, but this is a
is clipped: "In late yeai#Bangor has difficult task, as there are now
relied upon the smart little Coast descendants in the eighth generaGuard steamer Ossipee, or more re- tion from John, of Gloucester, Masscently upon the still smarter Kick- achusetts, the “trunk” of the tree,
apoo. to dear the narrows and the and there ls no later information
whole tidewater river of ice. whether than that contained in Eaton's hisin emergency or for navigation pur- tory. in some cases.
poses, and the Klcicapoo did her
Where there is a female line, so
usual good job on Saturday and Sun- that the Ingraham name has not
day 8he should have been called on been preserved down through the
Thursday night, when there wasj ycars, a a especially difficult to
every sign of trouble.”'
trace the descendants, as, for
instance.
A story about lighting, which was
(1) John
almost as fascinating as lf it had
(2) Job
been fiction, was told Wednesday
i3> Betsey, or Elizabeth, who mar
night at the overflow joint mect- ried Joab Brown and removed to
ing of the Chamber of Commerce unity, according to Eaton's,
and local service clubs. The speaker
According to the present tree.:
was Philip N. Clarke, a prominent Betsey's children were Joseph. Sally,
official of the Westinghouse Electric Lucy. Mary. Joab, Elmira, Nancy,
Co. Mr Clarke traced the evolution josiah, iddo and Isaac, these being
of lighting from thc ■•.tone age to tne of the fourth generation, but the
present achievements which include committee has no names of descendthe powerful helium gits lights used ants alM;, that generation, with the
at airports. Mr. Clarke had presen. exception of Laura, who, according
a remarkable display of lighting apthe tree, was the daughter of j
paratus. and showed some interesting Nancy.
pictures some of which showed the
The marr.e(j names of the daughmodem method of lighting highways ters an(j
consequent surnames ot
This meeting was sponsored by the L3Ura and any other children are
Kiwanis Club, and the Congrega-1 not known Page the Browns of
tional vestry was completely filled by unity!
business men. Dr. E. V. Peaslee picThis is but one of the instances
sided
which the committee is con------------------fronted, and all descendants are
At a meeting of prominent Repub- a-ked to give any information that
licans from Knox Lincoln, Sagada they can to Frank H. Ingraham.
hoc and Waldo Counties last nigh’ chairman, right away.
an organization known as the Four
Counties Republican Club. Inc., was
ASKS “WHAT'S WRONG?
formed Its principal purpose is to
see that this section of the State gets Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Surely there must be somethin?
proper recognition from Legislator?
through organizeed power.
The wrong when they put Orammar
meeting with banquet accompani School children on thc streets to
ment. was held at ,the Riverside | spy on car drivers
There never has been traffic
Lunch in Damariscotta which has
excellent accommodations for a enough on our streets, but that
gathering of this size. Details of the Rockland's "Finest” have always
meeting will appear in Saturday's bccn ablc 10 handle it. and in fine
issue
I 8t>',e l0°
____________ If wc have not an adequate police
Elmer Rising leaves Cambridge force then let's send the "School
Mass, next Wednesday for Arizona, Children Police Officers” back to
where he will be employed for sev kindergarten and appoint a feweral months. He will be accompan more grown up officers.
In looking over thc list of children
ied by Mrs Rising and their address
appointed
for this job you will find
will be "Olla Pueblo," Globe, Arizona
Rockland friends will envy the for- they all come from Democratic
mer pitching ace this opportunity to families, which almost goes to speak
visit the far West, and will doubtless for Itself "Who's Who ” Voters and
wonder if they will be ablc to recog taxpayers let's remember this ln the
H S.
nize him when he comes back wear next administration.
Rockland, March 17.
ing a 10-gallon hat. and with silver

nuggets rattling in his pockets.

Mrs Ava Smith who was found
helpless in her High street home last
Sunday, after a fall passed a com
fortable night at Knox Hospital last
night, but her condition is quite seri
ous. It had been her custom to call
her sister. Mrs George E. Horton, oy
phone each day and when no call
came last Sunday Capt. and Mrs
Horton went to investigate. The
police forced an entrance and Mrs
Smith was found as already de
scribed.
“Fools' Gold" ls the title to a boo< I
to be published March 30. and on
tliat day at 7 30. p. m, Wtllis B Hal!,
well known to New England's radio
audience, will broadcast over station
WCSH a review of that book. He
speaks under the auspices of thc
National Society Sons tf the Ameri- |
can Revolution and every American,
lnierested ln retaining the Constitu
tion of the United States of America
should tune in at that time.

GOOD

1935 Chevrolet Sedan
1935 Pontiac Coupe
1935 Chevrolet T’n Sedan

1934 Nash Sedan
1934 Oldsmobile Sedan

1934 Chevrolet Coupe
1934 Plymouth Sedan
.1933 Oldsmcbile Sedan
1933 Chevrolet T’n Sedan
1933 Plymouth Coach
1933 Plymouth Sedan
1932 Pontiac Coupe
1932 Willys Roadster
1932 Plymouth Sedan
The cottage prayer meetings being
1932 Oldsmobile Sedan
conducted by the First Baptist
1931 Chevrolet Coach
Church on Friday evening at 7JO
will be held in the following homes:
1931 Pontiac Sedan
Deacon and Mrs Carl Casscns. 168
1931 Studebaker Sedan
Camden street. Deacon and Mrs.
1930 Ford Tudor
Frank H. Ingraham. 25 Lindsey [
street. Deacon and Mrs. Charles1 1930 Pontiac Sedan
1930 Ford Coupe
Morey. 8 Pacific street. Tliere will
be a special prayer meeiing for young
1929 Dodge Sedan
people at thc parsonage, 70 Beech
1929 Pontiac Coach
street.
1929 Plymouth Sedan
1929
Chevrolet Roadster
Forum discussion tomorrow at the
1929 Ford Roadster
Educational Club meeting will cover
the crime causes question, as to
1933 Ford Pick-Up
church, home. Inheritance, environ
1932 Ford Pick-Up
ment problems, in deference to thc
Harley-Davidson
address of Warden Edward Johnson
Motorcycle
on that vital topic. How much re
sponsibility for youth misdemeanors
devolves on the average voter?
Those gulls certainly sound good,
filling Lermond'6 Cove with their
spring music. May not be of the
Wagner quality, but it means spring
glorious spring.
Our Dollar Days' Sale will be con-1
tinned over Monday ond Tuesday
due to the storm. E B Hastings. |
Rockland, adv.

Others to Choose From
Prices range from $25 up
Convenient Terms
Remember, we do our own
financing
We Buy Used Cars

E
RANKIN ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

Seventy Men Being Drilled
In Fundamentals — A
Tough Old Schedule

Sport back Suits...
They’re the backbone
of Gregory’s
Spring Display

Twelve veterans of last year's foot
ball team were among the 70 men
who reported to Coach Sam Sezak
, for the annual spring football prac
tice. Losing only two men from tlve
backfield and two from the line and
with min returning who will capably
fill in these positions Rockland cat;
look forward with much optimism
to an excellent football season nex,
fall.

with simple formations and much
blackboard drill.
With the first game coming Sept.
12 against Brunswick High School
at Rockland, which Incidentally will
bo thc first game in the state, prac
tice will start Aug. 24 witli morning
and afternoon sessions as the plan.
Following is the schedule and
about the stiffest a Rockland High
School Eleven has ever attempted:

Thc spring football drill will con
sist mainly of fundamentals along

High

Rockland

School

IN APPRECIATION of your kindness to us during thc past
two years we are happy to celebrate our SECOND BIRTH

DAY ANNIVERSARY on—

Thursday—Friday—Saturday

March 19—20—21

Football

Schedule—1936

By giving our customers and friends a 20 per cent discount
from regular prices for these days. You will find all new
Spring Merchandise for your selection—

Sept. 13—Brunswick at Rockland.
Sept 19—Rockland at Skowhegan.
Eept. 26—Hallowell at Rockland.
Cot. 3—Rcckland at Waterville
Oct. 19—Cony at Rockland.
Cct. 17—Morse at Rockland.
Oct. 24—Open.
Cct. 31—Rcckland at Gardiner.
Nov. Il—Crosby at Rockland.

SUITS, DRESSES AND KNITWEAR

BURDELL’S DRESS SHOP
ROCKLAND

16 SCHOOL STREET

TEi. 540

Ml P.TIE M. YOUNG

E. BURDELL STT.OUT

You've either worn a sport bark
suit, wanted to or wondered it you

could.
And now, in IS minutes, you can
settle two very important Spring

GET EEAOT

_I

^m£/U£&t> Oubrfcwcti/uj

A SALE OF THE LARGEST SELLING

clothing qurstiens . . . the style

-

and the store.

all ’PURP0S£
CRACKER

CRACKERS AND COOKIES
IN NEW ENGLAND

We know this stock . . . we know

our Rockland, and wc know that

business

we'll do

this Spring if we

can get you to stand still long
enough to try these models on i’»

'gBS*-

Te

nks,

salads ..rcMftst

EDUCATOR RADIO SENSATIONS

NOW is the time to buy that new Congoleum or
that Chair you’ve been wanting so long—and

front of a mirrer.

Long

before

hear

it

Easter .

everywhere

. ,

.

.

you'll

.

that

GREGORY'S HAVE THE SPORT
CLOTHES

IN

THIS

Now The Price Is Right!

-

ALL ’PuaP05£

CRACKER
't”*

We present a tiuly remarkable value by thc makers

“cj INK";

MAN'S

cf Congoleum—

TOWN.

Gregory Sport Suits

9x12 ... $4.95 and $5.95

$20.00 to $35.00

Beautiful new patterns for every room in the house.

New Hats

Ask to see them

New Neckwear

Ladies’ Sport Coats

ANOTHER STARTLING SPRING SPECIAL

Nunn-Bush Shoes advance
to $7.50 April 1st

Lounging Chairs in beautiful shades of Blues, Rusts,

♦♦♦♦

Browrs ar.d Greens, with the new Balloon Backs.
Overstaffed, splendidly
made, carefully tailored ....

GREGORY’S
416 MAIN ST.,

$15.95 to $19.95
Regular sisjo

ta $29.so

STRAND THEATRE

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-325 Main Street

inson and Joel McCrea enact a
strange and violent tnangle against
thc tumultuous background of life J
on the “Barbarv Coast." that notori
ous mecca of adventurers from every
corner of the globe. In the colorful
production of that title which comes
for Friday and Saturday.
Miss Hopkins is seen as Swan, a
beautiful girl who is stranded in this
city of gold-mad, love-hungry men
and becomes queen of the Bella
Donna, a notorious cafe run by Louis
Chamalis. a man as ruthless as he is
powerful.
Men risk their fortunes for a smile
as she presides over Chamalis' crooked
roulette wheel, but she has grown
hard and cold as the diamonds with
which he has decked her. Hating all
men. she suddenly meets a man from
another world. Jim Carmichael, a I
young miner who has made his
strike. They fall in love and thc
kwan sees her life at the Bella
Donna for what it is. But when Jim
learns her identity he thinks she has
I been toying witli him and experi
ences a bitter disillusionment. How
ever, his faith in her is revived, and
j after a series of exciting and perilous
] adventures, thc lovers escape tne
t jealous wrath of Chamalis and face
thc future together.—adv.
Walk on

EDUCATOR NEW CRACKER SENSATION

CHOCOLATE

R.miO EDUCATORS—TWO FASTEST SELLERS

HONEY GRAHAM,
MILK LUNCH,

lb 15c

Bon Bons,

Tel. 980

Rockland

SAVE FUEL
BAKE QUICKLY

FOR LENT—COLLEGE INN

Here's a chanec ti Save!
Order for the week-end
at
these
Very
Special
Low Prices!

PHONE

OLEO,

lb 27c

2 lbs 33c
FANCY

1234

Prunes,

z-LB.
PKGS.

2

27c

PIG'S

ROUND STEAK,

lb 31c

CHUCK ROAST,

lb 14c

Veal Roast
Boneless. Wasteless
Delirious for Sunday
dinner

POT ROAST, boneless,
CUBED STEAK,
SIRLOIN STEAK,

lb 19c
lb 23c
lb 21c

15c
17c

I.B.

Fancy Fowl LAMB FORES,
Fancy Priskct—Thick End

LB.

CORNED BEEF,
ASTERN

lb29c
doz 3Jc

2lbs 25c
lb37c
lb
19c

SWIFT'S RROOKFIELD

F'ESII OR SMOKED

ENDIVE GREENS
peck 19c

Swift’s Clover

BACON,

GA

lb 29c

The best range that can be made.

NATIVE TURNIP
peck 25c

Liver,

Bacon Squares, lb 21c

Salt Pork,

Pay only $1.00 each week if you wish

PERRY’S MARKETS

2 lbs 25c

Clover Bacon, ’/2 lb P^g

FRENCH BREAD, long loaf 10c

4 0//
2iS.lOr

PERRY’S sftoW FLAKE

SALT,

Bonrd and Rolled If Desired

21c lb

SWIFT S SILVER LEAF

llltf

lb 21c

ARMOUR'S RED ROSE

LARGE FRESH NATIVE

ROCKLAND, ME.

10/

2-25c

SPAGHETTI,
lge 21 oz can 10c
Dried Beef,
two 4 oz pkgs 25c
Minced Ham, sliced,
2 lbs 25c
Link Sausage,
ib 15c
Regular Tripe,
lb 14c

EGGS
LARD
BUTTER
SHOULDERS

Burpee Furniture Co.

15>, OZ
TIN

Del Monte Sardines, tomato sauce, 3 tins 25c
lb 29c
Sage Cheese,
2 tins 43c
Crab Meat,

With Cheese and Tomato Sauce

HALIBUT

up

21c
25c
12c
05c

A product guaranteed
by General Foods Co._
_
,
Pekoe A Orange Pckoe-BliSS Tea */2

Put in your kitchen one of the new

Trade In Your Old Range

Lb.

White House

COFFEE,

31c lb

GLENWOOD
RANGES

Welsh Rare’
lO’/i oz can
Mince Meat, Lulk,
2 lbs
Boneless Pig’s Feet, 7 oz jar
Pickles, dill or sour, 3 for

LB.

Six Delicious Flavors—Rye, Celery. Butta. Cheese,
Malted Milk, W hole Wheat

25/

2 lbs

« 19/

BISTIX

FISH STICKS

Fresh dressed
1 to 5 lb average

$59

English Cream Filled
Vanilla Cream Filled
Sugar Cookies
Molasses Cookies
Bergundy Tarts

RICE DINNER,

Miriam Hopkins. Edward G. Rob-'

Priced from

crax

Cookies

CASH OR EASY TERMS

ROCKLAND, ME.

Caution to pedestrians:
the left side of the road!

NEW I.OW PRICE

Radio Prize Assorted

Three Crow Extracts,

2 oz bot 19c

P. & G. Soap, 1 cake free;

7 cakes 25c

Ivory Soap, 1 cake P & G soap free, 5 brs 25c

SOAP IN PAD

Scouring Pads,

Oakite,
2 pkgs 19c
Date Pudding,
2 tins 19c
Bean Sprouts,
can 09c
Diamond D Coffee, 2 lbs 29c
Early June Peas, 4 cans 25c
Dog Food,
4 cans 25c
Salt,
10 ib bag 15c
2 lb tin 15c
Cocoa,
Kellogg Corn Flakes 3 pkg 21c
Maine String Beans 3 cans 25c
Evaporated Milk, 4 cans 25c
Strawberries,
can 25c
lge pkg 29c
Bisquick,
Grapenuts,
2 pkgs 31c
Gold’n Bantam Corn 3 can 27c
Campbell Tomato Soup,
4 cans 27c
Silver Slice Grapefruit,
2 tins 23c

5 for 08c

Confectioner’s Sugar,
A Pinr Spring Tonic—Welch's

3 tins 33c

Salad Shrimp,

two 1-lb pkgs 13c

Bcnelers Fish Bits,

3 lbs 23c

Marshmallows,

2’/*-lb pkgs 15c

Tomato Juice 2 pt bots 25c
CLEAN QUICK

Soap Chips, 5 lb pkg 27c T0BACC0PR,Sr

tin 10c

LIGHT MEAT

Tuna Fish,

2 tins 25c SCALLOPS,

Corned Beef,
2 tins
Peaches, fancy quality, 2 tin
Bulk Tea,
lb
Pancake Flour,
4 pkgs
Rapid Tapioca,
2 pkgs
Sliced Pineapple, 2 No. 2 tin
Big Ben Soap,
6 cakes

31c
31c
19c
25c
15c
25c
25c

Ib 26c

PINEAPPLE, sliced, 2J4 size tin 17c
2 tins 25c

HEINZ SOUP,

3 pkgs 17c

JELLO, all flavors,

Eggs, dozen 29c.

Beet Greens, pk 27c.

Celery, 2 bunches 25c

Tomatoes, 2 lbs 29c

CHOCOLATE EASTER EGGS, BUNNIES, AND ROOSTERS ON SALE AT

BOTH MARKETS

lb 13c

main street

perry’s

MARKETS

PARK STREET

TEL. 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMINO NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
March 20 (2 to 9:301—Educational
Club meets at Grand Army hall.
March 22 to April 5—Revival Services
at First Baptist Church.
March 23—Bath—Launching of the
destroyer Drayton.
March 23—Shakespeare Society meets
at the home of Mrs. Helena Fales.
March 23-28—Orono—Farm and Home
week.

Expert Carpet
Layer For Your
Linoleum Floors

M. E. WOTTON & SON
405 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

SPRING SPECIALS IN CURTAINS
Twelve New Numbsrs

William M. Small, meat dealer,
suffered a serious ill turn Tuesday.
Peter Nelson has returned from a
trip to New Jersey.

Mrs. Eva Toner has been substitut
ing at thc McLain School for Mrs
Ruth Wood, and Mrs. John R. Durrell for Mrs. Kathleen H. Burkett.
Third District Council meeting.
American Legion Auxiliary. Depart
ment of Maine, takes place Saturday
at 1:30 at the Women's Club, Wis
casset.

Amon’ the 10 highest ranking
members of the freshman class at
Colby College is Miss Constance
Knickerbocker, formerly of this city,
now living in Waterville.

HEAVY NETS

at $1.49

ATTENTION LEGIONNAIRES

WINSLOW-IIOLBROOK POST
Don’t miss the free supper and

That

Eight New Numbers

'SomelbingNeu/

of $2.25 NETS

for your

at $1.98

r

Birthday Party at the Legion hall

Rockland

Here style and wear

are united. Here is cob
web delicacy, but a

l

windows

.

delicacy woven of

$1.29 up to $4.98 pair

combed Egyptian

New numbers in

yarns with every

ORGANDIE

thread tied securely in

AND VOILES

place. Here is beauty

In both Long and Cot

which stays beautiful.

tage Set Styles

You’ll say they are

at $1.00 pair

worth double the
New numbers in
GLAZED CHINTZ

and 50 in. CRETONNE

SHADE AND

LINOLEUM WORK

6.30.

this

evening,

Good speakers.

and a good time.

39c yard

(guaranteed
ai
good

n
Hotsnitri'.c

OTHER CHINTZ at

OUR SPECIALTY
Mrs. Annie Hall a former member
of The Courier-Gazette force died it
her home in Damariscotta yesterday,
aged 70 years. Services will be held
at the Harrington funeral parlors in
Tire carload of "proof," concerning
Thc Elks meeting Monday night
Newcastle Saturday at 1 p. m. The has special Importance due to fact which considerable mystery has becn
interment will be in Bath.
developed through the medium of a
that officers are to be elected.
series of advertisements in this
The ferry boat which is being con
newspaper, has arrived at thc Llme
The National Union For Social
structed at Snow's yard for the Llnrock street display rooms of McLoon
colnville-Islesboro run, is ready for Justice, said to have about 200 fol
Sales & Service.
planking. Thc builders expect to put lowers in this vicinity, will have a
her overboard on or before May 1st. meeting at the Court House tonight
An organization will be
The dragger being built ln the same at 7.30
Front Fort Fairlield there came to
yard ls also ready for planking, and effected. This ls thc organization the municipal officers yesterday an
will go overboard thc latter part ol formed by Rev Charles E Coughlin, inquiry as to thc whereabouts of Ar
the radio priest.
May.
thur Curtis, sometimes called Arthur
Bums An aunt who is very ill is
Interest in tomorrow night's boxing
Overcoat exchanged at Tuesday's calling for him. Anybody in this
exhibition at the Rockland Athletic joint meeting—let's swap back vicinity having Information on the
Club will be centered largely upon
Similar coats-dark gray half-belt subject is asked to communicate with
that main session between Ponzi
raglans. J. F. Burgess, phone 426-R this office or Robert W. Burns in
Cochran and that Warren soldier .xw —adv.
•
Fort Fairfield.
Ken Pease. Thc crowd at the last
show turned thumbs down on the
"new faces." so tomorrow night's ex
hibition will find most of thc old fa
vorites in line.

25c yard

Factory representatives of the
RCA Radio. Messrs Lord and Brad
ford. will be at Stonington Furniture
Saturday to demonstrate the new
machines.
Frank Holbrook suffering from a
severe attack of appendicitis, was
taken to Knox Hospital in the Rus
sell ambulance yesterday. Mr. Hol
brook is a member of the Coast
Guard Cutter Kickapoo's crew.

If you care to save 20" or more on
your automobile insurance insure
with me in a S3 000 00 company. M
F. Lovejoy, 140 Talbot avenue, tel.
1060-J. Rockland.
34tf

Support your

Post in this National program.

33-34
As a part of the observance of
Good Vision Week Drs. J. F. Burgess.
Bradford Burgess. Walter Conley
and H. V. Tweedle contributed three
sets rf glasses each to worthy school
chi'dren, a geneious act which ls
greatly appreciated by the school
authorities.

Manager L J Dandeneau of Park
Theatre is again with us. smiling a
little more happily as he considers
the improvement made upon hls In
jured leg while a patient at Queen's
| Hospital in Portland. Following a
I fortnight's stay there he was guest
1 for a fortnight of relatives in Port
land.
St. Patrick's Day was observed in
good old Irish fashion on Tuesday
evening's program at Pleasant Valley
Grange with Myron Young in
charge of the entertainment De
grees were conferred on Richard
Winslow, Mary Winslow. Frederick
Bartlett, and Richard Anderson
After a box lunch games were en
joyed. The 'Keag was represented
by 23 visiting patrons. Wiley's Corner
17. White Oak 2. beside host mem
bers. Decidedly old time Orange
neighborliness and an excellent
spring tonic for all Grangers. On
Friday the usual public supper at 6
Florence Young chairman. Card
party at 7.30. Susan Spear and
(Hazel Bartlett hostesses of bridge
and 83. Prizes will be awarded At
next Tuesday's fneeting the work cf
the ritual etc. will be discussed
Each and every officer ls expected
to fill hls or her station to properly
exemplify their work

Our Dollar Days’ Sale will be con;
tinued over Monday and Tuesday
due to thc storm. E B Hastings.
Rockland.—adv.
Syphons! We are now in a posi
tion to give you complete svphonj
service. Prices reasonable. All sy
phons guaranteed as to quality and
carbonization. Corner Drug Store.
34-36

RT

f
K «

Radio? "There Ls nothing finer
than a Stromberg-Carlson." Maine
Music Co.
33-tf

Oeorge Wong's Chinese laundry is
now located at the rear of Palmer s
Jewelry Store
33-35

Established 1840

instruments were built spe
cially for you I . .. That it, if

Licensed Embalmers and
Attendants

you wont the Big 3 of mod

domestic

programs,

your old set. .. and tune in
Radio's Greatest Voluel

afford... Never before could
you buy an instrument with
all-3" for so little... In each

Representatives in all large cities
in the United States and Canada

set you'll find modern radio's

Models from

As

a

suitable

background

for

quiet, dignified and reverent serv
ice, the Russell Funeral Home Is

all Uiat one may desire. Use of the
Home ls available at all times, and

is but one of the many facilities

that help to maintain a high stand
ard of service.

AMBULANCE

20-tf

FROCKS...
Everyone wants jacket dresses . . .
you'll find plenty of them here. Some
are combined with prints. Lots of
one-piece dresses, too. 14 to 44.

NEW HATS
Visit our Second Floor and you II
find smart Sport and Dressy Hats
to blend with your new suit or coat.

VAN RAALTE PICNIT

Our saleswomen will help
you select the correct
shades for wear with navy
and cray.

Short gloves are the smartest . .
and you can wear them with tai!
ored or dressy clothes.

.

>7 .\// /<!/< I v/.

Examination of candidates for po
sition on the State Police force were
held in Augusta Wednesday There
are 33 jobs; there were 600 candi
dates.

Drs. J. F Burgess and B F Bur
gess will attend thc meetings of the
New England Council of Optometrists
next Monday. Tuesday and Wednes
day. Their office will be open for
appointments meantime:

Local baseball fans will be Inter-'
csted to know that Chummy Oray 4
the popular portsider. will pitch for A
Rockland this season. The annual 2
meeting of the Rockland Association
will soon be called.
»
The four Rockland candidates fothe postmastership have received
their ratings from the Civil Service
Commission, and an appointment
may be expected within a few day:!.
Have you guessed?

,

,'•

Ilere>: a question we want to ask you. After you lake off the
boy’s heavy winter <oat what are yon going to get him to wear’.’
It will be too cold for the next two months to go without something fairly heavy to brep him from grtting a cold. May we suggest

BOYS’ SPRING ZIPPER JACKETS

at $2.98 each
These romr in two colors. Maroon aud Navy. The boys Ilk'(him and Ihe prlre is -■» rec triable that everybody tan afford one.

They are all wool and give long wear.

While we are about it v/i would like aKo lo call your atten
tion to the big line of

BOYS’ PANTS
In Short. Knickera and Langles whieh we have. We are doing a
big business in Ihe r right now. There’s a reason—thry wear well—
they leak well—and the price is light. Won't you eomc in and
sec them.

WILLIS AYER

Fbur pairs of thc gloves stolen at
the Joint meeting of thc Chamber of
Commerce and service clubs Tuesday
night were recovered by Sheriff Lud
wick yesterday. Thc theft was the
work of small boys and no arrests
were made.

•

And

you re

right.

Breezes blow througli

those cleverly designed

HALL—At Damariscotta. March
18.
Annie A HaU. agwl 70 years Funeral
services at Harrington Funeral Parlors.
Newcastle Saturday at 1 o'clock Burial
at Bath.
ROSE—At Camden. March 14, Eva Ann
(Ames) widow of Edwin S Row of
Camden, aged 82 years, 5 months. 14
days. |Correctlonl
CHURCHILL At Rockland. March 19.
Fred Everett Churchill, aged 75 years.
WITHERSPOON—At Rockland. March
17. Edward W. Witherspoon aged 84
years. 7 months I FunenU services
Friday at 10:30 from residence at 243
Camden street.
Burial at North
Haven

look as cool as can be.
LACINE. White cal£ $00.

Other Styles $<3.95 and $4.95

WALK’OVER

SHOES a

IN MF.MORIAM

Day or Night Telephone
450
ROCKLAND, ME.

Sheers and Crepes

perforations. You feel and

Service is instantly available.
Experienced attendants on dutv.

361 MAIN ST.,

Gray is a lime-lighted color . . . navy
is colossal! Choose one or the other
for your first Spring frock . . . and
select the other for your second.
Every smart wardrobe will include
both! When you sec our prices, you
will know that having both is no ex
travagance.

DIED

ern radio . . . Magic Brain,
Magic Eye and Metal Tubes
... at price you can easily

Day or Night Telephone
450

Navy or
Gray?

[ Lewis Hastings, son of Mr. and
! Mrs. Lewis Hastings. 9 Sweetland
(street, celebrated hls ninth birthday
1 by entertaining a group of 25 friends
' Wednesday night. Games were
I played, and refreshments featured
three beautiful birthday cakes and
ice cream.

police, aviation and amateur
calls...Come ini...Trade in

These three superlatively fine

John O. Stevens
Alden Ulmer
Emily W. Stevens. Arthur Andrews

Walk

prime feature!) and foreign
and

ENSEMBLE

HOSIERY

Capt. Llewellyn V Joyce died in
Portland. March 10. three days after
hls 76th birthday. He was one of tne
eight children of James and Harri-t'
A. (Gotti Joyce of Swan's Island,
and was born there March 7, 1860
Two of hls brothers, Capt. Emery E
and Alfred W Joyce, also died in
Portland within two years. He
leaves three children. Roscoe C. and
Carlton Joyce of Swan's Island, and
Mrs Thomas Chisholm of Rockland
and two sisters, Mrs. Edith E Staples
and Mrs Harriet E Small and his
younger brother. Gardner B . all of
Portland.
Capt. Joyce went to sea while yet
a boy, ln the mackerel fisheries, and
was promoted to captain. He com
manded the schooners M M Chase
and Lady Elgin After retiring from
the sea. he built an attractive house,
and was appointed the second post
master at Atlantic, and served maiw
years.
He was an expert boat builder and
the many boats he built were models
In lines of beauty and speed.
He was greatly interested In the
preservation of the lobster Industry,
and for several years represented the
local fishermen at the legislative
sessions ln Augusta, for the passage
of suitable laws In the interest of
that industry.
Hls remains were taken to Swan’s
Island for burial among the other
members of hts family A large num
ber of the descendants of the pioneer
settlers of that name are buried In
Rose Hill cemetery. Atlantic.
Hls wife was Catherine Albee of
Tremont, who died Sept. 5, 1933.
Caution to pedestrians
the left side of the road!

FUNERAL PARLORS

FOR YOUR SPRING

CAPT LLEWELLYN JOYCE

Miriam Rebekah Lodge had at
large number of members and guests
for circle supper Tuesday, many re-j..
mainlng for the evening session at’
which the degree was conferred on !
Mrs. Ruth Davis. Thc degree staff |
was drawn from Past Noble Orands,|
with Miss Mabel Harding acting as
noble grand. An entertainment pro- I
gram presented Mrs. Ida Huntley in
piano solos. Mrs. Nettie Stewart in
readings and Mss. Vora Bemis in
vocal solos. The next meeting wiil
be on April 7, with Mrs. Lillian Mc
Rae in charje of the afternoon card
party.

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL SERVICE

at

Good eats

A complete range from

price
Rockland Council Princes of Jeru
salem will meet Fridav night, when
Illustrious John C. Arnold will maks
hls official visit. Candidates are
asked to report at 6 p. m. Supper
will be served at 6 30.

Members of the Baptist Metis
League will be taken to ancient
Egypt tonight, when Prof. J. II.
Huddleston presents hls lecture on
"Men. Maids and Mummies.” Nice
supiier and other features to attract.

of $1.75

durable long-staple

William H. Glendenning's deliv
ery' car. stolen from School street
Monday night, was found at Macy’s
Pond, West Rockport Tuesday, It
had been abandoned.

MADE to ORDER
SHADES
OUR SPECIALTY’

Among those who have reported
Xor baseball at Bridgton Academy
this spring is Fred Bucklin, captain
and all-scholastic, cf Thomaston
High School.

Russell Funeral Home
313-325 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 662
9 CLAREMONT

STm

ROCKLAND

In lorthg memory of my dear husband
Charles E. Atherton who passed away
March 23. 1932
My Ups cannot tell how I miss him.
My heart cannot tell what to say.
Oort alone knoWR how I miss him
In a home that Is lonesome today.
Hls wife Oena Atherton
33Cedar St , City
Rockland, March 18, 1938

»

432 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL 374-W

?

Every-Other-Day
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spasm of fear shook hls great
frame.
“You poor sap!* he rasped. “You
poor, simple ..."
•
Bridger protested and Went
stormed and explanations, excusna,
regrets mingled with condemnations.
“I’ve done all I^caa. I've notified
every sheriff for two hundred wiles.
He went east. Took my car and
drove a tire Hat 'nd left It. Chances
are, though, he's to hellangone!”
On tills, something like relief
flickered ln West's eyes but It was
of short duration. This Young was
not the sort of man who flees In
the face of as flimsy a charge ns
had been placed against him. He
bad hoped at tbe most to keep Ker
ry In safe confinement until Bridg
er and the prosecutor could perfect
a case against Holt Stuart which
would forever remove from hls own
breast those cancerous fears. But
now . . .
"Gone, eh?” he muttered. “Well,
you've been made a monkey of by |
him. How'll folks think of that
when they go to vote for sheriff

tbe sun rose to warm and dry the
laud, insect life had resumed its
activity and Young, biting hard
on hls pipe stem, carried Ills bee
box forward, set It down and care
fully liberated the confined work
ers within.
“We're close. Tip!" he muttered.
•‘Close und closer! Look nt 'em!"
Dozens of bees swartued about
the box, buzzing shrilly.
And an hour after the first vis
itor had called for Ids portion of
honey. Young stood ut tlie foot of
a gnarled beech tree, staring up
ward at the old scar In tbe trunk,
twice as high as hls head, watching
tbe come and go of workers
through the bole that gave access
to the tree's hollow heart.
lie did not move much after tie
had finally located the tree. For
long he stood tn one place, looking
about, searching out wliat sign he
could find.
Man sign was there ln plenty.
Yonder, a white pine had recently
been blazed and pitch globules
glistened In the sunlight. Rnikes
hail been trampled down; here a
seedling maple lay crushed into the
duff, its leaves not yet wilted.
At the base of the tree lay a sa
prophyte which, until recently, had
been growing on the scarred portion of the trunk. He could see
where the bracket-llke growth had
been attached, two feet above the
ground, lie picked up the fungus
und on Its pale, tan velvety surface
showed the print of a tieel, even to
the nails, dark brown against tlie
buff. Some man had used that
bracket in starting to climb that
tree!
On Ids knees, he searched. Ttie
rain bad not struck here with great
force. Small bits uf bark and lich
ens, with u a fresh look, were
there. Tbe protruding end of a
small limb, long since dead nnd
All but absorbed by the expanding
trunk .bore bits of thread, as if a
garment hail been scrubbed over It.
, . . Yes. someone had climbed this
bee tree.
Honey nnd money! . . . Money
and honey!
Yonder went a trail; faint, yet
readable to Young's eye. Not a
game trail, either; he found tbe
illy defined outline of a boot sole
there. Stoo|>ed over, be followed.
Broken, withered brakes told that
someone had gone this way weeks
before; broken brakes, still fresh,
attested to a more recent passing.
Tbe sign ended before a pair of
limestone boulders, tilted together,
forming a small rave.
"Oh — oh!” Another stone had
been set against this opening once;
now It was gone, rolled yonder.

ROCKPORT

The

WARREN

SOUTH HOPE

CAMDEN

The Congregational Brotherhood
Mrs. A. T. Carroll Is in Rockland
Mr and Mrs. Vernie Marshmen
Miss Josephine Wentworth has re
for a few days at the home of (Mr.
who have been visiting Mr and Mra. will meet tonight with supper at 6.15. turned from Boston.
and Mrs. Arthur Brewster. Mr ]
Fred Merrifield, are occupying Ar It ls privileged to have as speaker for
(Mrs. Maude Porter has moved from
Brewster, who suffered an ill turn
thur Hart's camp while Mr Marsh the evening. Frank A. Winslow, city Cross street to the Bert Pierson
IN THE
recently ts improving.
man is engaged in cutting wood for editor of The Courier-Gazette. The house on Park street
Congregational Brotherhood is ten
Mr. Hart.
"Grandmas Memories," a pleasing
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Kennedy
playlet given recently at the Bap
Mrs. Carrie Tolman attended town dering an invitation to the ladies to
come in at 7 15 to hear him. and it have return«' from “ trlP *
tist vestry by the Trytohelp Club, will
meeting Monday in Rockport.
is hoped that many will avail them- I Fred Webb, formerly of this town
be repeated Friday night at the West Whether the Remedy
By
Miss Marion Wright of Hope was
now employed on a barge, is in town
selves
of the opportunity.
You are taking for
Rockport Church
Pieceding the
a visitor Sunday at the H. A. Hart
HAROLD
St.
George
Lodge
FAM.
observed
for a few days.
Headaches,
Neuralgia
entertainment a public supper will
home.
TITUS
Past Masters’ Night at a special
Parker George of New York city
be served by the church.
or Rheumatism Pains
Harry Merrifield is passing the meeting Monday. The third degree has been in town, called by the death
lllmfaalioni
Mrs. Orra Burns has returned from is SAFE is Your Doctor.
week with Mr. and Mrs . Vernie was worked. Willis R. Vinal. as mas- of Capt. Ernest G. Lamb,
ky
Camden where she has been caring
Marshman.
Ask Him
ter, raising hls son Josef Vinal. With
Megunticook Orange met last
IRWIN
for Mrs. J. H Moody.
Mrs. Chloe Mills spent a day re- the exception oi a few offices, all : night,
MYERS
The Twentieth Century Club will
cently in a visit with Mrs W C. i were fined by past masters, in this
Members of Philathea Class enDon’t Entrust Your
Copyright by Harold Tltua.
meet Friday afternoon at the home
Wellman.
manner;
!
tertain
their husbands and the
WNU Servtaa.
Own or Your Family’s
of Mrs. Edith Buzzell.
Worthy master, Willis R. Vinal asSchool will reopen March 30.
Friday night at the
Well-Being to Unknown
Mr and Mrs. Maynard Gray of
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Nelson' sisted by W. H Robinson; senior Baplist church. Supper at 6:30.
Preparations
Rockland were visitors Sunday at
passed the weekend with Mr. and j warden, Ralph Starrett; junior
Capt. Frank Hardy of Deer Isle is
CHAPTER XIII. CONTINUED
the home of their son-in-law and
warden,
Oscar
E.
Starrett;
secretary.
Mrs
W.
W.
Lermond.
guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Prank H.
EFORE you take any prepara
daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
tion you don’t know all about,
Junior Meservey has returned Oeorge Brigham; treasurer. O. D. Wilbur, Sea rtreet.
Bisbee. Jr.
for the relief of headaches; or thehome from Knox Hospital where lie Gould; senior deacon. Ccrtis C.
Tbe bee had appeared In the
The Eastern Star will hold a food
pains of rheumatism, neuritis or
Klass. crawling about tbe Interior
received treatment for an ulcerated Starrett; junior deacon. Elbert Star- sa]e Saturday at the Carleton-French
With new Jokes and songs, the G
neuralgia, ask your doctor what he
intently, seeking escape. Carefully,
rett; senior steward. John Connell co store.
F Burgess Fire Co. on Monday night
tooth.
thinks about it — in comparison
Youug tipped tbe tumbler to Its
with Genuine Bayer Aspirin.
Raymond Woster has employment Sr.; Junior steward. Niven C. Crawrepeated at Town Hall the minstrel
The Camden-Rockport Lions Club
able; tbe Insect continued Its In
We say this because, before the
performance which it so success
with Frank Calderwood in Union
ford; chaplain. Alvah Simmons; ttnd the Danrivlions enjoyed a getdiscovery of Bayer Aspirin, most
vestigation for a moment and then,
fully staged a few weeks ago. While
A chimney fire, which threatened I marshal, Frank D. Rowe; tyler. together Tuesday night at Meguntlso-called “pain" remedies were ad
finding the way to freedom, poised
vised against by physicians as being
the attendance was small due to
greater seriousness occurring re- Benjamin E. Watts. Lunch was cook Orange hall. A chicken supper
an Instant on the rim and took
bad for the stomach; or. often, for
other attractions falling on that
cently at the A. WHeath residence.[ served following
the meeting. was served. Rev. William E. Berger
hasty wing.
Ihe heart. And the discovery of
date, it was an appreciative audi
was
soon
controlled
by
use
of
hand
,
The
work
will
be
exemplified
Fri- was master of ceremonies. District
As the bee launched Itself, Kerry
Bayer Aspirin largely changed
stood erect and tense, eyes on the
ence as demonstrated by the irequen'
chemicals.
1 day night at the stated meeting of Deputy Oovernor George Dyer exmedical practice.
Countless thousands of people
swiftly moving dot against the pale
bursts of applause.
Blossoms from the Southland Ivy Chapter O ES.
tended greetings and
the guest
who have taken Bavcr Aspirin year
sky. Out It went In a great circle,
have been received from Mr and
Phyllis Perry was recent overnight speaker of thc evening was Lewis O.
Mrs
Grace
Veazie
of
Rockland
was
in
and
oul
without
ill
effect,
have
and back again, skimming over tbe
Mrs E C. Powell
guest of Marion Wallace.
Barrows, secretary of
the State
proved that the medical findings
guest Tuesday of Mrs. Marie Bisbee
•box. Wider It circled, and higher;
about
its
safety
were
correct.
A
pleasant
conclusion
to
the
choir
Highway
Safety
Council.
He
gave an
again and again It swooped above
Mrs. Ethel Spear was hostess Mon
Remember this; Genuine Bayer
J
rehearsal
Tuesday
night
at
the
home
interesting
talk
and
showed
movies
Its newly discovered source of
VINALHAVEN
day night to Trytohelp Club at her
Aspirin is rated aniony the fatlttl
treasure, widening the circle each
of Mr and Mrs. Chester Wyliie was to illustrate the horrors of automo
methods yet discovered for the relief
home on Main street. Plans were
time, and Young's body moved as
of headaches and all common pains
Atlantic Royal Arch Chapter will the party in observance of St. Pat- bile accidents. Raymond E. Thurs, discussed for the Easter supper and
he followed the course. . . . Then,
. . . and safe for thc average person
be
inspected tonight. Thursday by rick's Day. Irish games were played ton of Rockland, former warden of
sale April 15 at the Baptist vestry.
to take regularly.
with a final swoop, the bee straight
the grand high priest of Maine. *nd the Irish color was repeated in the Maine State Prison, was a guest.
You can get real Bayer Aspirin at
Miss Mary Veazie is able to re
ened out, bearing a bit east of
any drug store — simply by never
Inspection wlll be on Royal Arch de- the refreshments, cakes, a lemon After the meeting dancing was ennorth, and disappeared behind a
sume her duties at the office of
asking for il by the name “aspirin”
gree Lunch will be served after the Ihne drink and green candy. Thlr-' joyed.
hemlock stub.
Register of Probate in Rockland
alone, but always saying BAYER
work
I teen were present including the hosts
____________
“There!” he said, and looked
ASPIRIN when you buy.
after being confined to her home by
down at the bewildered dog. “That's
Miss
Edith
Nickerson
is
home
from
others
P
resent
being:
MLss
vtrglnia
EVA
ANN (AMES) ROSE
U’.ness for a few days.
the way It works. Tip, and that's
_____
Bayer Aspirin North Haven for a two weeks' vaea-' Wyliie, Miss Phyllis Perry. Carl
Monday
was
an
unusually
busy
day
our Job for the Sabbath!”
Perry.
Roger
Teague,
Miss
Olive
A
highly
respected
citizen was
tion from her teaching duties
for the Junior Class R H S.. but the
At hls word Tip sneezed and
Teague. Miss Jeannette Overlock. taken when death claimed Saturday
financial results were satisfactory
Kenneth Hatch of Portland was a •
.Young laughed heartily.
Mrs. Arnold Castner, Miss Annie March 14, Mrs Eva A Rose, widow of
“He's taking the bacon borne,
At noon thc members served a public
visitor in town Monday
Starrett. Miss Katheryn Peabody. Edwin S Rose after a long period of
chnml He gave the box all those
town meeting dinner, also at 5:90 a
M E Landers visited Monday in Mlss
oxton and Howard failing health.
“Well, Young Made a Get Away.”
swings so he'll know where to come
supper at Masonic banquet hall, both
Rotkland
a. Welch Jr.
CUSHING
for more of what he found. Ob,
Mrs Rose was bom in Rockland.
again? I tell you. Bridger, you got
of which were well patronized and
yaa. he'll he hack. He'll fight wind
A special meeting of Moses Web....
Sept 28. 1853 daughter of Isaac 0.
one chance; that's to start things
at 6:30 they served the supper to
and distance and anything hut rain
Mr and Mrs Merrill Lee son ster Lodge. PAM is called lor
A pre-nuptial shower of local and Ann 'Sheren Ames She was
movin' against Stuart and not let
3t. Paul's Lodge F&AM. The din
or cold to get here so long’s there's
’em atop!"
Richard and daughter Grace of Au- Tuesday night with work on entered interest was that recently given in married to Edwin S Rose and moved
ner and supper at Grand Army hall
a drop left. And he'U tell hls bud
“Well, I'm tryln’, ain't I? But
gusta were in town as recent guests apprentice degree
Lewiston for Miss Doris Jones of to Camden where Mr. Rose went
dies about It, too!"
served by the Fred A. Norwood
what can I do when Ezra's sittin'
of Mr. and Mrs W A. Rivers
A Firemen s meeting and supper that clty fiancw, of John conneH Jr' into business with the late L. M.
More bees appeared on the fire
W. R C. also added a neat sum to
on the evidence? I've got lines out
of Lisbon Centre, and Warren, by Chandler.
wood but Kerry gave them no heed.
The Ladies' Aid from a dinner wwe held T‘uesda>' night.
the treasury of the Corps.
to locate Bluejay, but It's Ezra
town meeting day realized
Mrs ° v Drew was hostess to lhe Mrs. Thomas B Mitchell and Mrs
Mrs Rose was a member of the
He smoked and stood over his box,
who'll gum up tbe works!”
A cabaret card party will be held served
waiting through a long half hour.
At
the
business
meeting
Bridge
Eight
Tuesday
night
at
her
oeorge
D.
Chcnard
House
decoraFi«t
Baptist Church in Camden.
Friday night at Town hall under 82190.
“Then you better use what yon
And then a louder buzzing, a more
home A 6 o'clock supper was served tions were ln the green and white She ts survived by two nieces. Mrs.
months
were
drawn
for
suppers
with
call
your
mind
'nd
drum
up
some

the auspices of the Athletic Associa
intent sound, came out of the si
Among the floral decorations Ft Of gt Patrick's Day. Cut flowers Annie E. Simmons ar.d Mrs Eva
thin' to make Ezra string aloug
tion. The proceeds will be used to these housekeepers appointed: May
lence, and a bee zoomed over the
Union
Church Sunday was a beauti- were used jor tj,e table centrepiece. Ro-'e Copeland and several grand with
you
1"
Gladys
Orff;
June.
Rose
Wales;
Julv.
(TO BF. CONTINUED)
box, lighted on the cover and dis
purchase new baseball suits.
“But the law's with the coroner!"
_______
_____
____
_____ Gladys
__ ful bouquet presented by Mrs. Job and a synxbol cake was cut when the nieces and nephews of Rockland.
Barbara
Fales;
August
appeared within.
Beginning March 22 revival servi
“To hell with the law. . . .”
Young; September. Cora E Fogerty: Cunningham of Rockland formerly buffet lunch was served. Miss Jones
The funeral was held Monday at
“And hls gang! the man cried
ces will be held every night at the
SEARSMONT
They
argued
aimlessly
at
length
October Mina A Woodcock; Novem- ot
town in memory of her de- , was presented her gifts by a the Good Funeral Home. Rev Wesln triumph "His gang, Tip! See?
and when Brplger was gone Tod
Excitement prevailed here Friday Full Gospel Mission on Church ber I ana Killeran
Officers are: ceased tooa Ivan aad Earl Cunning-1 ^tnu^ bride and groom Mis5 ton P Holman of the Methodist
Two more . . . three . . . four . . •
West paced the room and that tine morning when ice and water flooded street.
,4
seven1"
President
Barbara
Fales;
vice presi- ham
Marjlyne Foisy, and Oeorge Chenard Church officiating Interment was in
beading of sweat pricked out on his the sawmill and swept away tlie
Republican voters are requested to
Singly nnd in braces they
dent Cora E. Fogerty: secretary and
A sizable party from North Haven Jr Among (he presents was a small Mountain cemetery.
forehead
again.
He
felt
caged,
dropped to the box. sought the hole
meet in caucus at the Selectmen's
treasurer Mina A Woodcock; collec- attended town meeting here
bridal bouquet. The gifts were taken
- ---------- ■ -•----trapped, and yet he could touch no flume Posts being washed out from
and, upending, went through It out
under the mill caused it to sag at Office next Monday- at 7 o'clock to tor. W B Holder
bars,
discern
no
snare
or
dead-fall
Mrs Frank Winslow was hostess to
the room in g prettiiy decorated Holt's general topic for the series of
of sight.
Immediately about him. Still . . . one end. and at one time it was nominate town committee and to
Miss Barbara Fales. newly-elected thf 4 As' Wednesd;iy night at hcr cart. Among those Invited from this three services to be. “The Oarden of
When no more appeared, Young
with this laughing fool of a Young feared the mill would go down. choose four delegates and four alter
placed hls hat gently over the hole,
home.
| locality were Mrs. John Connell Sr.. Prayer," the service next Sunday
on the loose . . .
Some of the machinery was removed nates to attend the State Conven president of the Ladies' Aid of Cush
picked up the box and. stepping
A ladies chorus will sing at Union Mrs M|cbaei Halligan of Union and afternoon to have as it sermon
ing.
will
not
see
her
15th
birthday
"Damn
!"
he
snarled.
“
Damn
.
.
but the heading machine, with other tion at Banger April 2 and 3.
carefully over the tangle of down
Church Sunday and will meet to- ^jrs R bijss
ihe me, "Watching in Prayer.” Mrs.
damn everything!”
Franklin G. Priest ls moving from until April 3. If any other Ladles'
stuff so as not to fall and Invite
parts, were lo6t and the building,
night. Thursday at 6 30 at the vestry
jeruel M. Hart old time fiddler, Sidney Wyliie will be soloist in the
•
••••••
temporary disaster, made hls way
owned by Mrs. Harriet Knight, is the former Hanson house on Com- I Aid Society has. a younger president for rehearsal.
who observed hls 85th birthday an- afternoon as well as in the morning
Jim Hinkle was on his way out now a wreck The roads which were mercial street to the Rider house on
to tbe foot of the stub where ttie
would be interesting to know of it
At the senior Christian Endeavor njversary March 12. was pleased to end
ring for the former, "The
toward Shoestring again before
-first bee, homeward bound, had
rhe 47th wedding anniversary ot meeting Sunday night an orchestra
mid-forenoon. He yawned ns he badly washed are being repaired by Pleasant street which he recently |
rcmembcred by friends with cards, Savior's Command" (Chipman) The
disappeared.
Mr and Mrs Edwin W. Seavey win accompanied the sfnging of hymns:
drove and his eyes were Inflamed. a crew of men with fucks. For a bought.
Reaching there, he placed the
als0 ring an anthem.
On account of the funeral of Capt. be March 23. Friends are planning Fiavilia Arey and Lida Ames, saxo a gift from the Doicas Circle of choir
But he drove one of Nan's cars rap few days it was impossible to pass
box on a stump, removed bis hat,
Kings'
Daughters.
He
was
pleasant,
Subject
of the sermon Sunday
idly Into town and turned eastward from here to Belmont as there was Charles H. Wooster, all business to give this worthy couple a post card phones; Eugene Burgess and Alex
slid tbe upended tumbler over tbe
ly
surprised
Sunday
night
with
a
morning
at
the Baptist Church will
and
made
better
time
on
the
high

bole and squatted. Almost Imme
! nearly three feet of water over the places in town were closed from 1 to shower in honor of the occasion, and Begg. trumpets; and Miss Ruth
way. He went into the third town road and cars were obliged to go by 3 Wednesday.
diately, bees appeared Inside the
It is hoped that manv will see thia Brown planlst Mrs
Brown birthday cake and ice cream from be- ‘The Vine and the Branches."
before be stop;>ed at a telegraph of
Mr and Mrs Pearl Hilton, who The choir will sing an anthem,
glass. He let three show before
A meeting of the Democratic Town 5 and respond The address is: War- was leader of the meeting.
fice and thrust across the counter ! way of North Searsmont or by tlie
came in to spend the evening ac-1 Church school will be at noon and
liberating them and then, with
2.
Box
99.
« • • •
the message that Ezra Adams had route near the Belmont Grange hall Committee is called for tonight at ren
bated breath, followed their cir
companied by Mr. and Mrs Louis ' wU1 begin a new contest. “A Trip to
James Bean suffered a fractured Engine Hall.
entrusted to him.
cling until they had straightened
Sequel To Tow n Meeting Report
Oordon.
Palestine.” captain of the S. S.
In the Rockport Town Meeting r«“State Police Headquarters," the rib as result of a recent fall on the
out and marked a poplar tree, five
NORTH HAVEN
Town meeting was held Monday,
A Democratic caucus will be held Aquitania to be Howard Welch Jr.,
operator
read
aloud
aud
then
mum

Ice.
Dr
Tapley
of
Belfast
was
his
port
it
stated
that
Mrs.
Annie
Spear
rods away, as the last certain point
bled the rest. . . .
The Sisterhood will hold a dan;? with L. E. Williams as moderator and Saturday at 7:30 in the Town House. nnd captain of the SB. Mauretania"
I physician.
\ was chosen Librarian for three years.
on their oourse.
L. B (Dyer clerk. There were 65! to choose delegates to attend the Roger Teague Advances will be made
“Not so good. Tip,” he muttered.
Friday
night at the K P. rooms.
Mrs. Lucy A. Bean is moderately This was evidently a misunderstand“Took that first feller a half hour
CHAPTER XIV
The Vinaihaven town meeting articles in the warrant, with many Democratic State Convention March at the rate of 100 miles a Sunday and
comfortable since her recent illness ing Mrs. Annie Spear was chosen 'is
to go and come. Maybe It's a big
will be recorded on increase in at
drew several from this town, among contests and lively discussions. The 31 in Lewiston,
T WAS sundown, now, with a but as yet is unable to sit up. Mrs a member of the library committee
tree; If so, he may have a lot of
moderator handled the meeting ln a
The Oirl Scout Troop will hold a tendance. collections, and member
Nellie
Bowes
is
with
her.
to
serve
for
three
years
filling
the
J
those
attending
being:
Frank
Bevcool mantle of evening descend
crawling around to do to get rid
ship. It will be a fascinating con
Town meeting was quietly con- vacancy caused by the expired term erage. FrankWaterman.
Mr. and masterly manner and with assistance silver tea at the Congregational
ing on the forest.
of bis cargo. But, even so, It's a
of clerk L B. Dyer the business was j Chapel, Tuesday from 3:30 to 5. test. Christian Endeavor will be at
ducted
with
officers
being
re-elected
of
Mrs.
Amy
Miller,
who
declined
re|
Mrs.
Herman
Crockett.
Zenas
Bur
long ways off. They'll do a mile In
"Tough luck, chum 1" Kerry mut
[Everyone interested in the troop is 6 and the evening services at 7.
tered to Tip as lie finally gave up i one exception to which was on ihe nomination owing to the fact that gess. Alton Calderwood and Elston Quickly conducted
five minutes In country anil weather
Continuing from Tuesday’s report. I invited to attend,
A committee which Includes, Mrs.
hope and turned away from his bee I school board. Mrs. Bowers succeeding J she is now librarian.
like this. . . . Timber's not so far
Beverage
Reta Coburn, Mrs. Jennie Kennlsbox. "They've called it a day. . . .
from here; they won’t fly so fast In
Lewis Burgess and Alta Burgess telephoned before the close of the
Willis Bank.
Capt. Wooster had been in ill
But we can't be far off, now, nnd
there as they will In tills burning.
The Fuller Brook Bridge has been ton, Mrs. Avis Norwood, and Mrs.
j health for two years but his death have returned home from Vinaiha meeting. 875 was raised for Memorial
unless It rains tomorrow . . ."
And we won't be able to see so fur,
Day observance; 8700 for incidental repaired since the flood toy adding Grace Wyliie, ls planning an Easter
ven.
was the immediate result of a fall.
He looked anxiously npward.
either. . . .
EAST APPLETON
Miss Marie Buzzell was delayed a expenses; 8150 for health officer; two sills, and cross pieces, Haivey pageant to be given by the Baptist
Clouds were riding up from tbe
Funeral services were held at the
“Well, It's like leap-frog. Come
March
came
in
"like
a
lamb"
and
day
ln her arrival here, owing to $1350 for street lighting; 82000 for p0S( jn charge. The Kalloch Bridge Church school, the date to be an
west. The air felt soft. If rain
on, chum, let's drag the duffle up!"
| home yesterday, Rev Forrest F.
where tne _,
... . „
_
flood
conditions
She returned hydrant and municipal water; 8700 jg said to be still under water. The- nounced.
held tomorrow he would be put to j then presto,’ wonderment
Again nearly a half hour passed
. .
_
Fowle officiating. Bearers were Guy
>aps of
oi snow vanished!
vanisnea: vrows
Crows |
...
.
Oeorge Gray accompanied toy
the ordeal nf keeping out of sight j big heaps
hut this time the first contingent
Monday
from
Oakland
and resumed for interest on loans; 875. trust fund Fuller bridge was saved by placing
Annis, Walter Carroll, Robert Maand accomplishing nothing. . . . ! are plentiful, springs and brooks are
brought more helpers, and when be
Joseph Stickney, both of Georges
losses.
teaching
the
following
day.
rocks
upon
it
to
weight
it
down.
A
I gune and James Miller.
Not a nice prospect.
moved tbe box forward to tbe base
singing, seed catalogues arriving and
Dinner and supper were served in spruce log. 64 feet in lengthy haa River Lodge K. of P ; Richard Dunn,
He is survived by a wife. Josephine
"May have a wet night,” he told , best of all. patches of green grass
of tbe poplar tree, a handful of
the G A R. rooms under auspices ot been placed at the Upper Falls bridge and Maynard Wentworth of Arcana
(Thorndike) Wooster; two sons,
Legal Notices
the dog. "We can't be far from tbe 1 are making their appearance.
bees were trapped there and, when
Union Church Circle.
to re-enforce the 68-foot pine log Lodge of Thomaston motored Mon
cabin on Townline, but wouldn't
the last bad gone, be replenished
Kenneth T. Wooster oi Bangor and
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Roy
Hemingvray
of
Union
showed
WHEREAS.
Harry
A
Morang
of
Appleplaced there Sunday. One abutment day to visit Auburn Lodge K. of P.
dare risk that.”
the supply of honey which served
Hollis Wooster of Rochester. N. H ;
In tbe County of Knox and State
Maine railroads offer special rates is half gone and but for the logs to where 016 suPreme vice chancellor or
He found a down maple and un I his interest in town meeting here by j and one grandchild. Nancy Wooster ton
as bait from bis bottle.
of Maine by hie mortgage deed, dated
March 7th, 1929. and recorded Knox for visitors at Farm and Home Week which the bridge is anchored, would , Cal‘fornia was to be guest for the
der Its sheltering bole spread his i walking up from his home in Union
That was a few minutes after
of Bangor.
County Registry of Deeds, Book 190. |
eight. Just at the time when Nat ) blanket finally and, rifle handy, dog
Recent guests at the George Ames
page 346, conveyed to Ina M Ludwig. ' at the University of Maine. March have dropped into the stream Sun- evening' one of hls two stops in
• • • •
beside him, stretched hls tired body. homestead. Meadowbrook, were Mr.
late of Washington In said County of 23 to 26
Bridger, drawn and gray, of face,
day night. A guard has watched the t Maine Alvlh sPear of South w,r*
Capt. Charles II. Wooster
Knox,
deceased, a certain lot or parcel
Rain began to fall and in the dis 1 and Mrs. A E Ames and family of
, hammered loudly on Tod West's
of
land
with
the
building
thereon,
In the death of Capt. Charles H.
Ice above the Warren village bridge ren, a member of General Berry
tance thunder rumbled.
His
door.
In said Appleton, and bounded
I Union, and Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Wooster, this community has lost situated
and
described
as
follows:
on
the
north
since Saturday evening. Water in Lodge of Rockland also attended, acthoughts
turned
to
Nan,
to
Ezra
West answered sleepily from
by land formerly owned by Miles
and Holt; then to West. He drew j Gushee. The roads which have suf one of the last of the old square Burkett. Bally. Orinnell and John
the basement of the Gardiner Drug companed by Nelson Spear of Arcana
above, and after a short Interval
fered from the heavy lainfall of the rigged ship masters.
Calph; on the east by land formerly
a long, uneasy breath. . . .
appeared. His greeting, which beStore is dropping. The ice house Lodge and Capt. Warren E. McFad
owned by Ebenger Maddocks and Alfred I
He wolud have been a trifle more J past week are being repaired
gan with something of hls old
Capt. Wooster was born in Sullivan Knowlton, on the south by the line [
connected with the Millsyde Lunch den of General Berry Lodge.
at peace had he known that a car,
geniality, petered out to a crisp;
Mrs. Charles Salo entertained the March 29, 1854 son of Capt. Henry between the towns of Union and Apple- |
• • • •
is bulging out on one side, due to the
ton dividing said towns; on the west by
bearing two men, whirled Into Shoe Sewing Society at her home recently.
"What the devil’s up?*’
Find Sure Relief
the Medomak River, so called, contain
Senior Class Parts
and
Delphina
Wooster.
At
the
age
melting
and
banging
of
the
ice
as
it
string fr/»m the southward, lights
ing 110 acres, more or less, and known
"Enough! I been tryln’ to get
Vernon Ames has returned to of 14 he made his first sea voyage as
This Quick Easy Way
the Silas Clarry farm. Meaning to
floated down. The ice has practical
(Principal Horace p. Maxey anglaring with intensified brightness
you for three hours by 'phone but
convey the farm deeded to Silas Clarry \
Union
after
a
week's
visit
with
his
in
the
downpour.
It
came
to
a
stop
with
his
father;
within
a
decade
he
either you slept like hell or—”
by Israel HUls by a warranty deed 1 There's nothing so safe and sure In ly all gone from the mill pond, and I nounced Monday the honors won in
before a gas station and one ot the grandmother. Mrs. Mary Ames. had risen to the rank of captain. dated May 2nd. 1884. and recorded ln the world—2 or 3 doses In sweetened hot the danger lessened. Selectmen are the senior class. Miss Etta Starrett,
’ ’ "What's up, I asked you?”—jaw
the Knox Countv Registry of Deeds at wtter Just before bedtime and many
occupants, slicker clad, leaned out: Gerald Ames is with Mrs. Ames now , commanding square rlgged vesseb for Rockland
quivering.
October 6th, 1884. ln book No. a sufferer from strangling choking unable to estimate the amount of only daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
"What’s the road to West’s Land and attending school at the village John g
68. page 451.
& Cq of
•Well, Young made a get-away.
Asthma or Bronchitis has found relief damage to roads and bridges. Water C. Starrett received valedictory, her
Reserving 2 acres on the southerly
a good night s rest—for bad. old,
ing?” he asked thc hoy.
■ Must 've had help from outside,
under the Instruction ci Mrs. Eliza ing to many South American ports aide of the highway road leading from and
_
„ there Is will have to drop before repair four-year average being 93.54. The
persistent,
bronchial coughs
“First to the left and straight on. beth Sprowl
; looks like. He's gone!"
BurkeUville to Union where the Grange! ncthlng’quite'so~ good as~Buckley's ~ Get
and
to
Australia.
Hall now stands which Silas Clarry sold 3 bottle of Buckley's Mixture at The work can be done on either the salutatorian is Albert E. Hill, son of
Twenty miles. Look out for the
For a moment the room was sito George Miller and also 6 acres. Bijou, Corner Drug Store. Blaisdell Starrett or the village bridge.
At the outbreak of the World War more
culverts If the creeks is up!”
Mrs. Jennie Hill, his average 91.84.
i lent and then came a hollow rattle:
or less, which Silas Clarry sold to 1 Pharmacy, Johnston's Drug Store. In
Frank
Hatch.
,
_ Warren at G. Y. Cogan. In Thomaston
SOMERVILLE
•Thanks
!
”
he left sail to enter the service of the
(Tod West's teeth clicking as a
Miss Tena McCallum is chairman
Other honors went to Miss Kath
And It ls stipulated and agreed that | at McDonald's or any drug store with
Tbe ear pulled away and the one
During the terrific rainstorm last United States, commanding the army
the understanding you must get satlfac- of the Baptist Ladies Circle commit eryn Peabody, only daughter of Mr.
who had asked directions said to Thursday the water overflowed the transport. Edward Pierce, carrying except for use on said farm, unless tion or money back.
tee which will serve the monthly and Mrs. Arthur Peabody; Miss
money received for sale of any lumber
the driver:
dam at Colby's mill, submerging the ordnance from the States to France. shall be applied to payments, beginning
circle supper Thursday at the Mont Velma Mellin, daughter of Mr. and
DOES BLADDER
at last on the eleventh and continuing VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB'T CO.
“Don't you want me to take her,
gomery rooms.
reverse order.
Service to Vinaihaven, North Haven,
Mrs. Ellis Mellin; and to Eugene
WEAKNESS Sergeant? You've had a long trick two bridges and road to such a depth After the war he continued at sea lnAnd
the condition of said
Stonington, Isle au Halit, Swan's
that the road was impassable for as master of several steamers, sailing mortgagewhereas
The sermon topic Sunday morning ^Tolman, son of Mr. and Mrs.
WAKE YOU UP
at that wheel."
has been broken:
Island and Frenchboro
Now therefore, by reason of the breach
Effective Oct. 1, 1935
to South America, the west coast of
In four days your druggist will re
“Mebby so. You’ve napped. No two days.
at the Congregational Church will Clarence Tolman. There are 11
of the condition thereof I. Fred L.
Winter Service 1935-1939
turn your 25c If not pleased. Drive out
tellin’ what this old coot of a coro
H. S. Emery and family were ob North America and to Europe. In Ludwig, of said Washington, ln my
Dally Except Sunday
be, “The Master’s Prayer for Glory.” students in the senior class, the
the excess acids and waste which cause
ner'll have on the bill for us when liged to vacate their home at the Cor 1923 he retired to his home in tins capacity of Administrator of the Estate (Subject to Change Without Notice) Special music will Include “The other members being, Misses Pearl
Hie irritation resulting ln sleepless
of the said Ina M. Ludwig, hereto duly
Eastern
Standard
Time
nights, frequent desire, scanty flow,
we get to him.”
ner on account of high water. They town after half a century spent at authorized, claim foreclosure of said Read Down
Read Ud Stranger of Oallile” (Sturgis) sung Thompson,
burning or backache Use buchu leaves.
Katherine
Starrett,
•
••••••
mortgage
A M
P. M.
Juniper oil, etc., made Into little green
went to the home of Mrs. Emery's sea. during which time he had made
Dated thia ninth day of March ln the 5 30 Lv. Swan'a Island,
Ar. 6.00 by Mrs. Sidney Wyliie and an Laura Butler, Arlene Overlook, also
tablets called Bukets They work on
Tlie rain was heavy but of short
year of our lord one thousand nine 830 Lv. Stonington.
Ar. 4.40
the bladder similar to caster oil on the
duration. Stars appeared, tbe rum parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles the admirable record of never having hundred and thirty-six.
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30 anthem by the choir. At 4 o'cloqd SParold Overlock and Harlan Spear.
bowels
Oet your regular sleep. It's
FRED
L.
LUDWIG.
8
IS
French
until
their
residence
was
Lv.
Vinaihaven,
Ar. 2.45 Sunday the first of the pre-Easter ~
lost
a
ship
nor
of
having
a
serious
nature's greatest restorative. Corner
ble of thunder retreated und when
Admr. at the Estate of Ina M Ludwig. 9.Z0 Ar, Rockiand,
Lv. 1.30
Drug Store. Chas. W. Sheldon Druggist.
suitable for occupancy.
accident.
vesper services will begin, Rev, Mr.
,
ai-Th-37
P, H. Moor
Co.
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Every-Other-Day

the meeting Monday of the Bridge

Angela Perry substituted for absent
members. Refreshments were served.
Mrs. Roy Mack has returned home

When suffering from, or threat
ened by, an attack of a cold it is

f

(By WlFNB)

fractured knee cap at the State True’s Elixir, for 85 years, has plicated device. It is, rather, an Tuesday.
been found effective.
Miss Elsie Stahl of Waldoboro was
ingenious scheme that takes advan
Street Hospital, Portland.
recent
overnight guest at the home
tage
of
the
peculiar
characteristics
The first and second degrees were
Agrieulture
to set out a block of Spy and Mb Work and Win 4-H of Damariscotta:
of most types of noise Interference. of her parents Mr. and Mrs Herbert
conferred
Monday
night
on
one
and Carlton Wood of the Aryshire I
it P. Talbot, dairy specialist of the Intosh apple trees this spring
Most of the noise which interferes Stahl.
candidate at the meeting of MeenDairy 4-H, Simonton's Corner.
Extension Sendee, was in the dis
Miss Myrtle Fairbrother returned
The
True
Family
Laxative
with
pleasure of listening in ls
Cash prizes are being awarded for ahga Orange' Next week the thlrd
Simon Hamalainen of West Rock
trict last week assisting County
characteristically of an impulse, is home Tuesday after spending a week
Good for you and your children.
port is planning to represent the the first and second best dozen eggs., and fourth degrees will be conferred
Agent Wentworth with pasture work.
of short duration, although (there with her sister Mrs. Ruth Winchen
county in the State woodchopping j A sijver cup ts being donated by and, supper 8erved at the close of the |
Many letters have been received may be a rapid succession of such bach.
Meetings were held in Union and
contest to be held at Farm and Rome
Milling Co., for thc club hav- *ork'
from those who have used Dr.
Jefferson. Herbert Hawes of Union:
Miss Addie McLain of Medomak!
Week. March 23. Last year. Mr. ,ng hlghest
flve dozen egg8 | Herbert Johnson and Harry Miller True’s Elixir and found it to be a Impulses. Lamb determined that
Arthur Hall, Wallace Spear, Chester
has been a recent visitor at the home
the
duration
of
the
Individual,
such
' ‘los All exhibitors, not subscribers to att€nded the meetln« of Megunt‘- helpful family medicine for young
Hamalainen was a close second,
Turnbull, Howard Sprout and Ellis
as that which accompanies the of her aunt Mrs Astor Miller.
«x,k Uxlge, K.P., in Friendship.
ing by only a few seconds. This year "Cackle and Crow." the
and old. Made from imported
Moody. Jefferson are planning to do
Misses Stella Chase and Della
he ls planning to give Jim Wood- paper wU1
glwn a one year
The Republican caucus for elec
herbs—Mild and pleasant to take switching on of an electric light, is
some pasture work this year.
Chase passed Monday afternoon with
of
about
1-lOOth
of
second
in
duia!tlon of dele«*‘*a t0 the State Con- — Not a harsh purgative — It acts
bury, Waldo county representative, subscription
tion. Lamb also determined that the Miss Marguerite Simmons of Gross
Seventy-five baby chicks wUl also ’ vention ,in Eangor wl“ * h*1£Pr.i.* promptly and effectively.
A new world's milk record has Just and State champion for two years,
ear
does not recognize a lapse of short Neck.
day night in the hall over W. H.
been made by a Holstein cow. Carna a close contest.
be given to the 4-H exhibitor of the
Ask for It At Your Store
duration in an otherwise continuous
j Crowell's store.
tion Ormsby Butter King, owned by
best dozen eggs; 50 chicks for the
second. Thus, for the duration of
Henry Keller of West Rockport is
MATINICUS
Mr. and Mrs. John Redman,
Carnation Milk Farm near Seattle
second best dozen eggs; and 25
single noise impulse it would be possending an egg exhibit to tire chick
| Johnna ant Bobby Redman have :
Washington.
This cow produced
chicks for each of the third, fourth, ..
. ,
Mr and Mrs. Weston Thompson of a RraSuct st NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
; slble to turn the set off completely
and egg show which will be held fifth best dozen eggs. All entrle8 bwn «uests of relatives in Augusta
38,636 pounds of milk containing
Matlnlcus
Rock Light Station are
MARTINSVILLE
without
the
ear
noticing
the
blank
,
. . .,
during Farm and Home Week, Orono
Funeral services for Miss Rena B. |
1,402 pounds of butter fat (1,752,
u
must be in by March 20.
Mr
hal) consisting of dialogues, reelInterval. Mils would certainly eli spending a vacation here.
Several other county poultrymen are
Wylie who died Friday, were held
pounds of butter.)
.
Mrs. William Pease who ls ill with
Thompson
is
having
a
boat
built
for
tations
and music, followed by re
minate the r.oise and Lamb's circuit
going to send chicks and eggs.
Dorothy Baum, Marjorie Wiggin, Sunday at the residence of Mrs. pneumonia is being cared for by Mrs
use at the station.
freshments and a dance.
is
simply
a
device
that,
in
effect,
Mary
Matthews.
Interment
was
in
Harold Allen of Hope has com
Alice Bohn and Elsie Norton have
William Pease, Jr.
Friends here of Capt Ivan CunWith The Homes
turns your set off when a noise im
! the Sterling Cemetery. Warren.
Charles Anderson and family have
pleted a new greenhouse and already
. ..
_
. „
i The “83ers" met lately with Misses
nlngham were shocked to hear ot
March 24 Tenants' Harbor has a not missed a club meeting since the
pulse
comes
along
and
then
turns
State
Manager
Frank
H.
Mudgett
v
„
,
.
„
,
_
moved
here from Tenant's Harbor.
has several hundred cabbage and
reorganization
of —
thc Gold
Star.
,---„------------ —
-------------. _
. „ . .
.
...
. ‘Esther Monoghan and Hazel Feero
hls death.
meeting on ‘Herb Gardens"
under
| Workers 4-H Club for 1936 of South.and Rev' J C I*ckemby wU1 sI*ak hostesses. Prizes went to Claribel it on again as soon as the noise im
tomato plants started. He expects
The Matlnlcus Nursing Association
Arthur Fhlibrook was a recent
tlie leadership of MissKatherine I
Mrs Flora Baum and °n
To™s'nd
Friday at 8 An<Jrewg
AHen and Hard. pulse dies down.
to have several acres of early crops Crockett.
had an entertainment yesterday ai business caller in Rockland
I Thomaston.
Baslcly,
the
noise-silencer
circuit
in
the
Star
Theatre.
I
jng
Co
,
d
this year.
«; « .
[ Mrs. Nellie Wiggin are the club
• • • •
Oood Luck Rebekah Ixxige held
Mr and Mrg „ „ Huppfr were employs only three extra tubes one
March 27 there wlll be a meeting leaders,
roll call at the Tuesday meeting.
Sunday Qf Mrg jQe, „ Hup. of which ls connected in parallel
Hervert Hawes of Union wlll have at the Bristol church vestry on
Thirty-nine
demonstrations (re-ieac
mcm ;r responding with readand Mlgg Marjorie Hupper in with the input to the second inter
a car of cynamld this year which will 'Fascinating Seed Catalogues" with
------- ------- ----------------------.
.
be used by faimers ln the county for Mrg Mary Weeks as ,eader Mlss ported by club secretaries) have been !Ings or mu,lcaI elections. Refresh Bangor. Mrs Hupper ls recovering media to frequency amplifier stage
It ls so adjusted that it will amplify
top dressing and pasture improve- ^mma Weeks and Mrs. Roxie Weeks given to club members so far for ments were served at the close of from a stubborn attack of grippe.
any signal that materially exceeds
the
session.
The
committee
ln
ment work. A few farmers are going are on the dinner committee.
1936 by their local club leaders These
Jerome Jones has improved in
the desired signal level. This adjust
charge
included
Mrs.
Mertie
Booth,
to use a mixed fertilizer ln place of
....
Include:
health.
ment ls made for one reason on the
Mrs.
Annie
Oenthner
and.
Miss
a nitrate material.
South Bristol wlll have a "Cake
Sewing Demonstrations—Mrs. An
The Farm Bureau meets Wednes
theory that only noises which ex
Cora
Hoak.
’ ' ’ ’
Making" meeting, March 27. Mrs. nie C. Mills. North Haven; Mrs. Mary
day with Mrs Claribel Andrews
ceed
the desired signal level are
R. F. Talbot, dairy specialist, rec- wintie Russell is in charge of the Sherman, Damariscotta; Mrs. Florseriously
bothersome. Experiment
SOUTH WALDOBORO
ommends the use of a nitrate materi meeting. Mrs. Maude Rice and as- ' ence Hahn. Friendship; Mrs. Clara
Mary J. Ervine
ing
with
this phase, it was found
al once in three years: a mixed sistants will serve a square meal for Law. Whitefield; Mrs Cecil HalloThis community once more faces that the really serious noise inter
Mr and Mrs Roy Wallace and son
fertilizer the other two years. Lime health at noon
well. Jefferson; Mrs. Velma Jewett,
Raymond of Thomaston and Mrs the loss of one of its older members ference has a signal magnitude 13 to
also should be used if the soil is very
Aina; Mrs. Alta Goudy. Walpole:
Sylvia Wallace of Fricndshio were |,n tlle death of Mary J (Wallace) 29 times the magnitude of the signal
tour.
Mis Mona Farrln, Mrs. Winifred
l-ll Club Notes
callers on Rev and Mrs T H. Fern- Ervine who spent her earlier life in at which the set is tuned.
MS
Maids of Maine. Port Clyde. Pinkham. Mrs. Eunice Rice. Mrs
Cushing and Friendship, having roThus, the silencer is adjusted to
Orchard work starts this week with recently held a waxing bee and baked L*,'ter Russell. Mrs Jennie Gamage. aid recently.
go
into
action
whenever
any
signal
A large flock of robins was seen ■ mo' ed here about 30 years ago.
pruning work at A. P. Berquist's ln hc-an dinner at the home nf their South Bristol; Mrs Florence PrenSite was a member of the Ridge such as noise comes along in excess
an supper at the nome of tneir
w.i.a-h Mcnda>' near the home of A. E. Wat
Newcastle. Friday forenoon. Friday b.
leader.
Mrs. Gertrude
Hupper. tic*' Bristol, Mrs. Russell Blaisdell, lace Surely spring must be near.
(2136>
The
I
Church.
Ladies' Sewing Circle. Ocean of the desired signal level
afternoon, the county agent will be
Harlan Wallace of Friendship was view and Knox Pomona Granges 1 noise amplifier tube delivers the
Martinsville
After the supper, Pemaquid Beach; Mrs. Josie La wry.
at Norris
Damariscotta;
and Verena Davis and William Smalley Friendship; Mrs. Gorham Simmons,
. „ -Waltz's.
...
, _ ,
a visitor Monday at the home of In these she took an active interesi amplifier noise signal to a simple
at L. E. Carneys. Sheepacot. Satur- enU>rtalned tf>e club wUh Hawaiian Pemaquid Beach; Mrs. A. A. Peter; holding an office in both the Circle rectifier whose output operates a high
day forenoon. March 21.
Other : guitar music. Those present were son' ' Inalhaven, Mrs. Ellen Francis. Lowell Wallace.
Alfred
Standish
and
sen
Alfred
and the Orange She was a faithful speed automatic volume control tube
demonstrations will be held ln May
) as follows Elizabeth and Viletta Round Pond; and Mrs. Lida Fill- of Appleton were callers here Sur.- officer and a tender, loving mother which controls the amplification of
' Chadwick. Alice Breen. Verena more- New Harbor.
day. Mr Standish's family expect The survivors are three sons. Edgar the I. F. stages of the super. Thus.
Orchardists who are planning to
Preparation of Different Foods—
Davis. Marguerite Watts. Paulino
to move here in two or three weeks. David and Charles of this place: an-1 a strong Impulse signal will immedigraft this spring should cut scions
Thompson. Helen Anthony. Jose Mrs. Gertrude Hupper, Tenants'
The Union Aid will meet Wednes- ' several distant relatives In Friend- ately kill tire amplification of the
now and put them ln the lee house.
phine Thompson. Mr. and Mrs. Hup Harbor; Mrs Lelia Turner. Burkett- day at the church for an all day1 shiP and Thomaston,
Intermediately frequency amplifier
Look
up your
needs—NOW!
These will be all right to use up to
per. Mr. A Rawley. William Smalley, vllle; Mrs. Lily Waltz. Damaris session, with Mrs. Edna Tumev. I Ocean View Grange paid its re- and prevent the signal from reachSnow and Ice will soon be gone.
the first of June.
WHITNEY
cotta;
Mrs.
Alta
Ooudy,
Walpole;
Howard Lowell. Leslie Underwood,
Eadle Flanders and Eissle Wallace spect ln a body four of its officers ing the audio amplifier which ls so
Vuu will be busy outdoors—an I
Mrs. Claribel Andrews, Tenants' as hoisekeepers
serving as bearers
Rev. 81dnc-’ effective in magnifying this type of
Five hundred seventy--ven apple Davtdfllvewrlght. Lewis Thompson
want your farm implements in
Harbor; Mrs Henry Keller, West
interference.
.
. „
Residents here were saddened to Packard of Boothbay officiated.
trees have been ordered by orchard and Donald Lucy.—Club Secretary _ .
flisl class ..liape. Now then, is the
The noise suppression ls obtained
______
learn of the death of Mrs Elizabeth
------------------ists in the county through the Apple Josephine Thompson.
time to prepare—
South Thomaston
actually by what amounts to a de
Leavitt. This was Mrs Leavitt's naWEST LIBERTY
Tree Pool. Red Spy leads the variety
Shoe Polish Demonstration—Miss
Five poultry boys and one girl tak
layed, high-speed av.c. The delay
tive home and in after years, when
------with 155; McIntosh (142; Cortland
CONSULT PAGES
ing poultry management have entered Gertrude Prescott, South Liberty; her work called her away she was a
Mr. and Mrs Raymond Hannan action is necessary because if one at
125; and Red Delicious 41
end Mrs. Stephen Prentice. Bristol. frequent visitor here, having re- >'-a''c moved to Vassa’.boro where Mr. tempted to reach down below the
84 to £9 of this
• • • •
their names for the 4-H egg con
Poultry and Pig Demonstration— turned to renew old acquaintance Hannan has employment
desired
signal
level
for
noise
im

test
being
held
at
the
University
of
Clifton Robbins and Wallace RobCatalog.
It Usbt Farm Imple
H A. Towr.send and Archie Begg. and friendships
These visits will- The heavy rain of last Thursday pulse, he would by reason of the high
bins of Hope, have several hundred Maine. Farm and Home Week. March
ments of thr best quality at fair
Vinaihaven; Mr. A. W. Beverage. be missed by her friends, as well as• washed the roads very badly.
speed circuit begin to wipe of the
chickens that weigh about two 23 to 26. The six club members enprices.
North Haven; and Norris A Wal x' the kindly smile and tokens that sh<
At town meeting March 2 It was signal modulation as well as the
pounds The cockerels will be sold as terlng are: Charlotte Waltz. Clayton
Damariscotta.
If only some part or replacement
so generously bestowed on the ag?cl voted to build a new High School noise. In other words, tbe circuit
broilers and pullets kept for sum- Pinkham. Paul Weeks. Lynwood
Garden Demonstration— Archie
of
farm machinery is needed—we
building
In
the
place
of
the
one
that
would clim’Jiate the signal modula
and shut-in.
mer layers. Mr. Robbins Is planning Palmer. Jr., and Sylvan Webb of the
Begg. Vinaihaven; John Howard.
will be glad to co-op rate for you
was destroyed by fire Dec. 29. It is tion along with the noise if one at
Union; and Clifton Meservey, Union.
with thc manufacturers—assuring
Call or Wr.te For
being constructed through the gen tempted to eliminate all of the noise
ROUND POND
the hist possible service.
Your Fre? Copy—NOW
erosity
of
D.
S
Walker
and
his
The
silen-er
will
not
take
care
of
Schools have closed here for twa
BURKETTVILLE
sisters.
all types of noise. So long as the
weeks' vacation.
FARM, DAIRY »n<i f-OVlTRY iUPTLItS - Nt ITS
Arthur Tibbetts has been in Union noise ls composed of discreet im
Fred Swett ls the owner of a new
the past week.
Schools will re-open the spring car.
pulses even though they occur at
Tlie senior class of Liberty Hig’i frequent Intervals, the circuit will be
term Monday Instead of earlier, due
Mr and Mrs Russell Marshall of
to prevailing measles.
.Massachusetts were ln town o\ er i School presented a drama March 6 effective, It ls claimed. However If
4T6.,
RCRTtAYP
MAIIMt
to a crowded house thereby receiving the noise is a continuous "hash " it
A good representation from tills the weekend,
part of town attended town meeting , Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rounds of a goodly sum for expenses at gradu becomes impossible for the circuit
Mrs Ada Mitchell lias returned Damariscotta were guests Sundav of ation. The winners of awards ln tlie to handle as ln eliminating the noise
form of quilts were Mrs. Fred Mo It must also eliminate all or most of
from Union where she has been en Mr and Mrs. Fred Doering
gaged ln nursing.
Mr and Mrs Emery Richards and rong of Palermo and Mrs. Herbert the signal. Even so, It ls apparent
Crnm of this town.
that this new development wlll find
Mrs. Leila Turner recently spent a Walter Richards motored Sundav to
High school re-opened after a a wide application.
Damariscotta Mills where they vlslt: week in Bangor.
weeks vacation Classes are being
Fortunately, the silencer unit ls
Ralph Light is home from Waldo i ed Mr. and Mrs. Lester Plummer.
held ln the basement of the com something that can be applied to old
County Hospital where he was a pa
munity hall.
sets as well as to new ones, and the
tient two weeks.
Miss Marion Sherman is assisting experimenter will find a full techni
Mrs. Blanche Rokes has sold hcr
Mrs. Meda Harriman during the ab cal description of the circuit In the
horses to Lorenzo Linscott and Wal
sence of Mr Harriman.
February Issue of QST, the magazine
ter Calderwood of Union.
Oeorge Killeran and Olin Harri of the American Radio Relay league
Alex Dow who recently suffered an |
man who left here by auto Feb. 10
111 turn is now able to be about the!
for San Diego. Calif , arrived there NORTH WASHINGTON
Absolutely
house.
after 11 days travel and are enjoying
warm weather. This ls Mr. Harri
Crows made their first appearance
Karm-O-Pops are the new, big, pure penny pops
man’s first trip to California, Mr here Friday. While there are those
Andrew J. Rokes
Killeran having been there several who profess to despise this species,
. . . luscious caramel dipped in line milk chocolate.
The death. March 3. of Andrew J.
times when he was in the Navy.
others welcome the beautiful black
Rokes of tills place, though not un
harbingers of Spring.
in colors as soft as a Spring breeze—
WITH THIS
W. A Palmer and Raymond Turn
LIBERTY
expected. has cast a g'-oom of sad
with a restrained gaiety that makes it
er
are
engaged
In
cutting
long
lumber
Tlie
Sewing
Circle
w
’
11
meet
Tues

COUPON
ness over the community where he
correct for all occasions!
for Charles Barnes on the John Hib
day with Mrs. James Burkell.
was born and his entire life spent.
It was voted at a special town bert lot.
' Mr. Rokes' occupation was that of
Any store that sells candy
Charles Crummitt, with a pair ot
100 SINGLE SHEETS
meeting March 9 to place the mat
i farmer and lumberman. He was
will give absolutely FREE,
horses,
rescued
three
cars
which
be

ter of procuring PWA funds and the
50 ENVELOPES
Postage
j widely known for Ilia industrious
building of the schoolhouse ln the came stalled Friday near hls home,
one full size Karm-O-Pop.
or
10c Extra
hands of the selectmen, C. M. Howes the water, slush and mud making
i habits, honest dealings, genial temCut coupon on dotted
traffic Impossible.
50 DOUBLE SHEETS
Roy Trask and W. Cole.
i perament and kindly disposition.
line below.
F, W. Cunningham has fed a
Mrs. Lucy Wing and daughters
50 ENVELOPES
Deceased was born July 14 1874.
flock
of
six
bluejays
all
winter.
It
is
Margie and Madeline, visited rela
1 son of George W. and Roselthea
Accept no lululilulci
pleasing to see these colorful birds
tives the past week in Belfast.
! (Burkett) Rokes and was one of the
Printed with Name and Addtess on
. . the name Karm-OSchools began their spring term at their feeding place, and they have
Pop is stamped on
i last survivors of those who were deLimit,
Sheets and Envelopes—or, Mono
THIS EASY WAY TO
become quite tame, although orlginaevery slick. Juat till in
Monday.
J
scendants
of
the
pioneers
of
Applegram on Sheets, Envelopes plain.
one
|M>p Io
tliis coupon and lake it
The attendance contest at the ly very shy.
WASH DISHES IS
I ton. He was a grandson of John
to
your
(avorite
store.
each
hoy
or girL
As
this
community
Is
highly
eleva

Baptist Church is creating much in
Rokes of Appleton Ridge and of An
GREASELESS, TOO
Fine quality Greytone paper in ex
ted,
no
damage
resulted
from
the
terest.
drew Burkett, once a leading citizen
quisite pastel shades of Blue, Grey,
VERYONE knows how famous Rinso
At a meeting of the Republican storm which lashed other localities
j of the town. He leaves his wifi,
CUT ON THE DOTTED LINE
is for washing clothes 4 or 5 shades
Orchid or Violet.
town committee votes had these re unmercifully.
Blanche (Light) Rokes to whom he
ubittr—without scrubbing or boiling.
Marlton Knowlton, the R. F. D.
to retailers
, was married ln 1910 and who spared Its suds — thick and creamy, tttn in sults; Carol Banks was elected
Printing in Blue, Black, Brown or
chairman; Ethel Sherman, vice carrier, had an unpleasant experience
no effort in her faithful endeavors to hardul u/attr — are grand for dishes, too.
Violet.
rCOl'POX COOD FOR ONE1
If you haven't storked
chairman; Meda Harriman, secre during the recent severe storm. His
Wait until you see how grease sonkt
relieve his suffering and prolong his
[
Karm-O-Pops,
phone
tary; Roy Trask, treasurer; delegates motor stalled in three feet of rush
off! A hot rinse...and dishes come clean
KA II 51-0-POP
days.
Unusually Low Priced!
j your candy jobber
Funeral services were held from —no greasy film remains. And Rinso is to State Convention, April 2 at Ban ing water where the Branch Stream
I'll try your Karm-V-Pop, and if I
so kind to your hands. Try it for pots
gor, Carol Banks, alternate, Chester bridge crosses the road, and he was
right away. He will
the residence conducted by Rev. Mr
and pans, for woodwork, tubs, basins.
Buy several boxes of this smart sta
I
like
it, uill tell alt my pah about it
Banton;
members,
W
J.
Greenley,
to
wade
60
feet
in
the
swift,
forced
Davis of the Methodist Church. Wal No grit. Makes all cleaning easier.
redeem this coupon
I
tionery while it is specially priced at
Charles Adams. A. B. Sherman, W Icy water, waist deep, to get ashore.
doboro. A large assembly from this
I al It, giving you
Cole. Mary Ordway, Maude Burkell A tractor was procured and the car
NAME
only $ 1 a box.
and neighboring towns attended, at
I normal profit and
ttSTia ano aaLizzie Trask, Clarence M. Howes,, drawn from the swirling torrent.
' fail turnover.)
testing by their presence and a pro
ADDRESS
MOVIO SV OOOD
I
Rev. Prescott, F. J. Hooper, James Later the school bus with Its cargo
fusion of floral tributes, their sor
NOUSIKIiaiNO
IN1IITUII
Burkell, Chester Banton, Ruby Holt. of children narrowly missed being
row and esteem for a departed fellow
!e ROSEN COMPANY uMfgn. 'Provitltnct R
Laura Lillion, Flora Archer.
swept off Austin bridge.
citizen.

Dr.Trues Elixir

SALADS

■The perfect

TEA

HEADQUARTERS FOR

FARM IMPLEMENTS
AND REPLACEMENTS --

IUNMUtlh

Q ENDALL

6 WHITNEY

t Comes Out Here!

SPECIAL SALE FOR MARCH

RYTEX GREYTONE

I I'M SO GLAD YOU
HAVEN'T LET DISH
WASHING RUIN
YOUR HANDS

Offer a Delicious
Treat
FREE

PRINTED STATIONERY

FH££

E
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THOMASTON
Stirykist l-irgc

caBi^yi

Navel Oranges doz 39c
S« Hess

SALADS
rich, creamy,

ZtSTfULI

Grapefruit,

4 for 23c

Iceberg

Lettuce,

?. heads 15c

Fancy

Celery, 2 lge bchs 25c
Itrd Breast

Salmon, No. 1 can 21c
Clever Farm

Mayonnaise 2 8oz jr 29c
Clover Farm

wi&

SALAD
DRESSING

pkg 05c

Jell, lemon,
Clovrr Farm
White Meat

tfjlid

can 24c

Tuna,

Quart

39?

Jar
ANO A HEAD
OF LETTUCE

p p £ g*

CHOICE MEATS
Hams,
lb 41c

Premium

Clover Farm, Vacuum Tin

lb 29c

Coffee,
Clover Farm

qt bet 15c

Ammonia,

The Speed Soap

The Pythian Sisters will serve
supper at 6 o'clock in their hall Frl! day this to be followed by the reguJ lar meeting. Those not solicited are |
asked to take sweets. Housekeepers
are Mrs. Addie Jones, Mrs. Grace
Andrews and Mrs. Edith Richards.
Mrs. Lloyd Benner and children
Winfield and Leatrice of Brunswick
were guests Sunday of their grand
mother, Mrs. Edwin A. Weston,
I Hyler street.
Players in an old timers' basket
ball game, legionnaires vs. Townsies.
to take place tonight at Andrews
gymnasium, are: Edwin P. Lynch.
Fred Burnham. Carl Chaplcs, Stan
ley Copeland. Enoch M. Clark.
Orville Williams, Horace Vose. Earl
i Coates. Earl Woodcock. Anson Pryor
Donald Whitney. Everett Condon.
Maurice Sawyer and Raymond
Thorndike.
The Republican caucus will be heid
tonight nt 7 30 in Watts hall to elect
delegates and alternates to the Ban
gor State Convention and to nomi
nate local officers.
The marriage or Miss Lwrethy
Thorndike of this town and Gilbert
Harmon of Rockland U drawing cur1 dial wishes for the happiness of this

Every-Other-Day
lowing business transacted:
Moderator—Stephen Bridges
Town Clerk—Mrs. Clarissa B w
Turner.
Selectmen Assessors and Overseers
of Poor—Charles Turner. George
Coombs and Fred Cousins.
Tax Collector—Llewellyn Rich.
Treasurer—Walter F. Rich.
School Board—Mrs. Clarissa B. W.
Turner.
Sealers of Weights and Measures—
j Herman O. Coombs.
Constables—Irville Barter and Bert
Nevells.
Surveyors of Wood and Lumber—
—William Robinson and George
! Turner.
1
Road Commissioners—The sclecti men.
The appropriations: Current ex
penses. $500; school, tuition and text
books. $450; repairs on schoolhouse.
$50; State aid road. $600; town roads
| and bridges. $1100; repairs on State
road. $300; Supt. of schools, $25; to
New Ford V8 truck. $500.

left this morning for Derry. N. II.
called by the serious illness of Frank
B. Hills who has been making his
heme with a niece. Mrs Frank Blagdon.
The Democrats will meet in caucus
Friday at 7 30 in Watts hall to elect
delegates and alternates to the State
convention to be held in Lewiston
and will at that time nominate town
J
officers.

ATTENTION VETERANS!
OF KNOX COL'NTV

You are cordially invited to
attend the Birthday Party of the
American Legion at the Legion
hall, Rockland, this evening
at 6.30. A free supper will
be served and a good lime is
planned.

TOWN MEETINGS
young couple Mrs. Harmon was a
local teacher for some time, being
later transferred to Camden lor
similar duties.
The Sewing Circle of Grace Chap
ter O ES. will meet tonight with Mrs
Lucy Young. Wadsworth strcc..
There will be a rehearsal of the offi
cers Friday at 7 o’clock at Masonic
hall.
Mrs. Prances Thomson of Port
land is guest of Mrs Edwin Ander
son for a week.
,
Miss Katherine Jameson who has
been visiting Mrs Rodney Peyler.
is now in Friendship for an extended
stay with her brother. Sherman
Jameson.
Mr and Mrs. Rodney E Feyler and
son Richard, and Miss Leila Clark

SOMERVILLE
At the annual town meeting these
officers were elected: Moderator. G
P. Marr; town clerk, Marion E.
Brown; selectmen, assessors and
overseers of the poor. A J Dodge. O.
P. Marr. S. L. Bartlett; treasurer and
tax collector. A M. Light; constable.
Walter Gllddcn; school committee
for three years. Sadie French; road
commissioners
Northend.
Walter
Gltdden; Southend. Harris Day.

ISLE au HALT
Isle au Iiaut town meeting was
held in Revere Memorial Hall Mon
day. The meeting was called to
onler by Irville Barter and the fol-

R

FOR SALE
In addition to personal note* regard
ing departures and arrival*, thia depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ...... .......... .... ...... 770 or 7M

RRE YOU
SERIOUS?
rr would
ACTUALLY COST
LESS THAN ICE

Mr. and Mrs. Percy Lee McPhce
observed thetr wedding anniversary
St. Patricks Day. Their daughter
Muriel whose birthday falls on the
same date entertained these girl
friends. Ruth Pike. Betty Me Alary,
Charlecn Ramsdell. June Cook and
dry hard wood,
Elizabeth Till. Table appointments $10COAL-WOOD-COKE;
cord, *1.25 ft. Furnace Junks (1 25 it.
were in keeping with the occasion. Tel. 84-2 Thomaston. J. B PAULSEN
32-tf
The lovely birthday cake was given
BEST dry hard wood under cover;
to her by Mrs. F. M Beggs.
fitted. *9; Junks, *9. soft wood and

Mrs. Sumner Waldron and Miss
Mildred Waldron left Wednesday lor
Boston, where Mrs. Waldron is hav
ing treatment at the Lahey Clinic.

EGGS AND CHICKS

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
IN

A

BRAVE

a

Lawless city j

LOVE

ABSOLUTELY! THE
HEW FRIGIDAIRE

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements In this column not to I
itcoed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times 'for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five rente each for one time
10 cents for three times. 81x words
make a line.

H**************lf

WITH THE'METeRl MISER*SAVES
t ENOUGH ON KE
> AHD FOOD BILLS
TO PAY FOR fTSELF, AND PAY

j

YOU A

PROFIT

rifh
MIRIAM

a

HAS rr! /

slabs. *7; kindlings. T J CARROLL,
R F. D, Thomaston. Tel. 263-21 Rock
land________________ ____________ 27-tf
WALNUT dining room set for sale, six
chairs, table and buffet. Inquire of
MRS J. F. BURGESS. Tel. 649-W. City.
31*36
______________
FINE modern cottage on Oeorges River
at Wallston. 11 acres, fine bathing. 4
bedrooms. Price right. A C. Hocking
Tel 21-3 Tenant's Harbor 56-31.
16-tf

St. Bernard's Parish held a sucWalk on ! cessful St Patrick’s Day party Tues
day night at Hotel Rockland. Mrs. with motor and shotting. O. Wrotnplel_
MAY
26*37
! Timothy O'Donnell and Miss Lucy HEW. Camden.
Ball were in charge. Winners wer?:
Gertrude Boody. Mrs. Clifton MarNOW PLAYING
sliall. Mrs. Robert Long. Mrs. John
FRIDWK MARCH
Thompson. Margaret Bowler. Lillian
MEItLE OBERON
McRae, Katherine MacIntyre, Anna
HERBERT MARSHALL
M Flynn. Clara Curtis, Mrs Nina
in
McKinney, Viola Anderson. Emilio E.
Hary. Frances A Hanrahan. Mrs. J.
F. Burgess. Clarence Upham. Mrs.
Frank C. Ingraham. Leonlsc Delano.
B. R. Long. Belle Lewis. Albert Mc
TRAVELSTTE3
COMEDY
Carty. Mrs. Harmon. Vittrlce Carlnl
Vada Clukey and Mrs. E. J. Benner

Caution to pedestrians:
the left side of the road!

: LOST AND FOUND J
L.

RESIDENCE at 4 Free St. Camden for
sale. 10 rooms and hath, two car garage,
three-fifth acre land Bargain If aold at
once. LEROY S. ALLEY. East Union
__________________ 34*36
-------------------- --------- Dll
High St.
Thomaston. Me. Tel. 150-11, C. A VCOSE.
Thomaston, Me.
33-33
SEVERAL tons good hay for sale, also
1930 Chevrolet pick-up truck, price
reasonable. A B LARSON. Rockport
33*35
HAY for sale, early cut. extra quality.
*10 cash at bam. CHAS. PIIRAINEN
Wist Main St. Thomaston.
34'26
ONE 1929 Chevrolet t',i ton. One 1928
O M.C. 2 ton. Trucks for sale good trades
Tel. 4-4 A. L PERRY. Warren.
34*38

TheDarkAngel

RECEIVED-A CARLOAD OF

rr's the year's
BIG NEWS !N
REFRIGERATION! |
the NEW cowMAXING UNIT THAT
CUTS CURRENT!
COST 70 THE
*
BONE/ONLY >

4
«

HOPKINS
f 0W A I 0 O

ROBINSON

*

new

FRIGIDAIRE

Io

t i

McCRIA
•alseisS tki. UNlttO AgtISTi

BARRED-ROCK and R. I. Red Chicks
from sturdy, vigorous stock. Bred to lay
large numbers of large eggs
Every
breeder.
State accredited pullorum
clean Write for open dates. FOSTER
D JAMESON. Waldoboro, Me
27-tf
MAINE PIONBR BABY CHICKS.
Place your orders now Many dates are
booked to capacity Reds. Rocks and hy
brid cross
We also carry a complete line of
poultry equipment at special discount
to chick customers. We Invite you to
visit our plant Maine Pioneer Hateherv,
Union, M». A C HAWES_MQR__ Th -tf
BIO HUSKY CHICKS FROM PUL
LORUM tested flocks White rocks »14.
Reds (11 p-r 100 Discount on large
orders. 100' live delivery guaranteed.
Tel 33-11. Quality ehlek farm. V R
WOODMAN. Winterport Mi_______ 32*43
DAY old Hall Cross pullets and R. I.
R-d« Tested stock, order now. CARL O.
NELSON 310 Limerock St. Tel. 714-W

IF ARTICLES of clothing removed
Saturday from car parked at Ocean
View are returned to Courler-Oaxette
no action will be taken or Inquiries
i,;atj<- VIRGINIA YOUNG_________ 33-35
GOLD watch lost on Main St Thurs
day evening between Strand Theatre
and Thorndike Hotel, finder Te! J_______________________ 27-4f
COURIER-GAZETTE______________ 32*34
POULTRY wanted 1 POUST. 13*
Umerock street. Rockland. Tai. 377-W
DORY, painted drab. 2 rings In each I_________________________________
27-tf
end. lost in storm Finder rewarded for
S C. R I Red baby chicks. Maine
trouble JAMES YOC’NO, Thomaston.
Tel 189-2________________________ 34-36 Pullorum clean. Foundation stock from
strain that Is famous In the egg laying
GOLD eagle lost from top of Legion | contests. Eggs Incubated and chicks
flag during recent funeral. Notify H O. hatched icparate compartments.
If
STAPLES Commander
32-34 past records Indicate anything as to
future performance, we may believe
KEYS found on North Main St. Mon- that these chickens, when mature, will
dsy. Apply a* Courier-Gazette
33-35 prove prolific layers of large eggs, henre
NOTICE—Is heieby given of the loss of profitable. Prices on request. E C.
19-tf
deposit book numbered 670 and the TEAGUE. Tel. 13-42. Warren.
owner of said book asks for duplicate
In accordance with the provision of the
State Law Union Branch SECURITY
TRUST CO JOHN WILLIAMS MGR
28-Th-34

Phone $92

wM th/MMER-MISER
♦
♦

ALWAYS LOON FOR
THE NAME-PLATE ON
THE FRONT OF THE
REFRIGERATOR I
REMEMBER...

YOU MEAN
TO SAY SOME
REFRIGERATORS
use TWICE as

FRIGIDAIRE

MUCH ELECTRICITY
AS OTHERS?

YOU BET YOUR
LIFE THEY DOl BUT
WAIT rT/L YOU SEE Xj <

HOW THE HEW

FRIGIDAIRE

NOW CAN I
MANE SURE
OF GETTING
A GENUINE

5-YEAR
PROTECTION?
—that's
wonderful!

FRIGIDAIRE
WITH THE
'HETER-MSERm\

IS MADE ONLY

1

BYGENERAL
MOTORS/

Shows, 2.00, 6.30 and 8.30
Continuous Saturday, 2.00 to 10.30

FRIDAY
ON THE STAGE

100 THRILLS

the Hew >; .

FRIGIDAIRE
thTMFTMI-MISMi

ON THE SCREEN
A Happy. Scrappy Family
Living. Loving. Laughing

June Lang, Thomas Beck
In

“EVERY SATURDAY

CUTS CURRENT +

NIGHT”

COST TO THE
BONE!
• ‘

‘

a-^A. - •

nt’
G IT" " **'* --U—

.SuHuneti'

FRIGIDAIRE

JUST RECEIVED-ANOTHER
CARLOAD OF FRIGIDAIRES

SATURDAY

•

WlLtluMETEH-MISElT

Most Beautiful—Most Economical
Proof-Giving Refrigerator on the Market

.TH*

,

BUY ON PROOF!
BUY A FRIGIDAIRE!

thlMUTEIIMISLII

& SERVICE

REDS Sired by pedigreed males
Heavy layers, grow last, feather
well. Pullorum Clean 30 years ex
perience. Get our Catalogue. We
FOR SIX months (commencing first <
give free feed on orders three weeks
of May) neatly furnished four or five I In advance
We use Shenandoah
roomed apartment or small house
wood burning brooder stoves;
wanted Must have modern conveniences i I ample heat for coldest weather.
and garage reasonable. S. C. SAYER J cost less to run and take less care
Edisto Island. S. C_______________ 32*34 >
than coal brooders
Burn green
wood. A-k for information and
HOUSBCLEANINO work of any kind | !i prices.
price reasonable RENE THIBEAULtIJ
leave orders Police Station or Tel 1223
CLEMENTS BROS. FARMS
32*34
R FD. No. 9. WINTERPORT MAINE
STITCHERS wanted. Apply Modern
Syiortwear Co. Rockland. Tel 742
_________________________________ 34-36
MEN WANTED lor Rawlelgh Routes of
BOO families. Reliable huatler ahould
BAY OLD ( HICKS lor sale, also
start earning S25 weekly and Increase
one week old and two weeks old
rapidly.
Write
today.
RAWLEIGH
ehlrks
all from Purr Bred lllood
ItiPT 1
-------------Albany. N
DEPT
MEC-73-S,
33*35
Tested, llcivy Laying Breeding
Stock. Our Rhode Island Red
Chirks are the best money ran
buy and eomr from the largest
Red Farm In the East, containing
(11.000 Breeders. We sell all breeds
and colors at greatly reduced
prices. Day olds 10c ea., week
old 13c ea., two weeks old 16c ea.
A NEW 7 room house to let. electric
Parcel Post Prepaid to any ad
lights, at Ingraham Kill Inquire 34
dress In Maine. See our Lnleks
Msln St.. Thomaston. MARTIN LEONIn our Electric nailery Brooders
ARD.___________________________ 34-36
3.000 lo selei t from. Improve your
FURNISHED.
second-floor
heated
flocks and save money besides.
apartment to let. 14 MASONIC ST.
Full line of Poultry Equipment at
_____________________________ 34*36
15% discount during Jan. and
Feb Cad, write or phone lor
FIVE room tenement upstairs to let.
Catalogue
STOVER'S, Rockland
toilet, light and shed 8 Fulton St. (12 I
86 Park St. Phone 1290.
14-tf
month, water paid. Tel 611-W. or 1017-J I
_______________________________ 34-tt
FURNISHED tenement to let. all
modern, hot water heat, nice and warm,
rent reasonable, at FLOYD SHAW'S 47
EMPIRE STATE INSURANCE CO.
North Main St, Tel. 422-R._________ 2(-tf
Watrrtown, N. Y.
TENEMENT to let 7 rooms and bath,
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1935
free water (16 50. V. F STUDLEY. 330 Stocks and Bonds ........ .. ......(2 917.448 58
Foss House or 283 Main street
31-tf Cash In omre and Bank ...... 108.606 74
EIGHT room tenement with modern Agents' Balances ............. ..... 169.429 65
conveniences at 11 Union St. Apply Interest and Rents ..............
24.623 23
LAWRENCE MILLER. 26 Rankin street.
Tel 882-5L____
27-tf
Gross Assets .............-..... 83.220.110 20
37.588 8!
FURNISHED apartment to let. Call 792. Deduct Items not admitted ..
_________________________________ 27-tf
Admitted . .......... ................ 43.182.521 33
TWO apartments ol 4 and 5 rooms
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1935
with bath, heater, garage and garder
48 720 34
I Inquire 12 Knox St, Tel. 156-W
27-tf Net Unpaid Losses .............. .
Unearned Premiums ............... 573.222 39
HOUSE of six rooms for rent, rec-ntiy All other Liabilities .............
25.542 72
renovated, furnished or unfurnished, at Cash Capital ............
1.000.000 00
Spruce Head Plenty of firewood *or the Surplus over all Liabilities _ 1.535.035 91
cutting Rent reasonable, tet. rockLAND 793-W. after 4 p. m.
123’tf Total Liabilities and Surplu»(3.182.521 36
FRANK A WHEEI.ER
Insurance—All Types
425 Main St
Rockland
Tel. 556-R or 98
.
31-Th-37

TO LET

; MISCELLANEOUS !
**«■

Come In and See PROOF Demonstrated

Me LOON SALES

WANTED

CAIIOffNE
PR Ait ft 11
with

WILLIAM BOYD
JIMMY ELLISON
MURIEL EVANS
Chapter 12
“REX AND RINTY”

PARKe
Shows 2:00 6:30 and 8:30

LADIES—Reliable hair good.', at Rock
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
rollcltcd. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
27-tf
NOTICE—This Is to notify all persons
i that whereas Dorothy Dillingham has
lef. my home I will not be responsible
i for bills contracted by her. GUY B
DILLINGHAM. Jamaica Plain, Mass.
|_________________________________ 32-34
i Notice to Manufacturers of Vitrified
Clay Pipe Sealed proposals will be rei reived until ten o'clock a. m.. Eastern
I Standard Time. April 1. 1936 for furnish
Ing Vitrified Clay pipe for U. S Works
Program Highway Prolect No. W P.M S
353-B. Rockland All proposals must be I
made upon blank forms provided bv the
Commission The Commission reserves
the right to reject any or all proposals.
State Highway Commission
Augusta. Me . March 16. 1936.
___________
_______________ 34_U
Notice to Manufacturers of Reinforced
Concrete Pipe Sealed proposals will be
received until ten o'clock a m.. Eastern
Standard Time. April 1. 1936 for furnish
ing Reinforced Concrete Pipe of U S.
Works Program Highway Project No.
W P.M.S. 353-B. Rockland All proposals
must be made upon blank forms provid
ed by the-Commission. The Commis
sion reserves the right to reject any or
all proposals.
State Highway Commission
Augusta, Me., March 16. 1936

34-lt

WE BUY

OLD

GOLD

CLARENCE E. DANIELS
JEWELER
370 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
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IZvery-Other-Day

OCl ETY

KATE SMITH
z?

z? ‘/z.,

f

TO TRY

EIGHT
O'CLOCK
COFFEE
MILD AND MELLOW
1OW

15

SPECIALLY nb.
PRICED PCG
RED CIRCLE ko
RICH AND FULL-BODIED

EGGS

VIGOROUS AND WINSY

fresh selected,

SALADA TEA

19c

libTIN

BOKAR

17c

29c

dozen

Red Label

22c

pig.

GOLD MEDAL WHEATIES

8 31.
pig.

10c

POST'S WHOLE BRAN

18-oi.
pig.

19c

tell

RED SALMON

23c

cen
Del
Mont*

FRUIT COCKTAIL

IS-oi.

29c

cans
SK-oi.

SHRIMP

23c

cans
I9-oi.

TOMATOES Packer's Label 4

25c

cans

SEMINOLE TOILET TISSUE 3'“S"' 20c
Snow White, Fully Wrapped
8-ot.
pig.

CHEESE RITZ Uneeda Baker’s
DIT7
I\1 1 L

17c

T :und

I'N'EFDA BAKER'S
BETTER CRACKERS

19c

rks

BABBITT'S CLEANSER

•I

13c

eens

'/lib.

SALADA TEA Red Label
2,

GORTON'S "Et8&'a'"y

pig.

43c

10-ox.
cans

25c

15-ox.
can

EAGLE CONDENSED MILK

19c

2 Labels and 25c Good for a Chromiu.n Serving Trey

AT OUR MEAT MARKETS
All meats are guarantted tofeatirfy or your money refunded

BOTTOM ROUND POT ROAST I!c”gJ?~rlb
Steer
lb
TOP ROUND OVEN ROAST HeavvBeel
lb
Lamb Fores, finest quality,
lb
Smoked Shoulders, sugar cured,
lb
Mackerel,
Haddock,
lb 08c.
2 lbs
Salt Cod Bits,
Smelts,
2 lbs 19c.

Received Fresh

29c
33c
15c
19c
12c
25c

16 oz ran 05c

Ann Page Brans,

Plain or with Sauce

A. & P. BREADS

Ann Page Brans. 3

28 oz rans 25c

Plain cr with Saurc

Daily

Grandmother's White.
20 oz loaf 8c

tona Brans,

4

16 az cans 17 c

Arn

Page K< tchup. 2 14-oz hots 25c
Sauce,
12-ox bottle 15c
Quaker Maid
ll'orthmorr Caramels,
Ih 19c
Warwick Nougatiins,
lb 19c
Pillsbury's Farina,
14-oz pkg 9c
Corned Beef Hash. 2 16-oz cans 25c
Chili

Grandmother's .Wilk,
20 oz loaf 9c
Ann Tage Bread,
20 oz loaf 9c

Cracked Wheat,
IS oz loaf 9c

Broadcast Brand
Chocolate Hobbies.
Vuecda Bakers

Orange Juice 2 H-oz. eaat 25c
Son-Din*

Grapefruit Juico 12-oz. e*n 9c
Sun-Din*
«•" 13c

Babbitt's Lye

Veg-All

2 17-oz. e*m 25c
Miicd Vegetables

Pineapple Juice H-oi. can 14c
Del Mont*

2 pigs. 25c
Sunsweet Apricot;

11-ot. pig. 25c
Drops lb. 10c

Carnival Cream
_ .
. -I «...

IHt
r.RLAT

Spinach, fresh green,

AATLANTIC
/

Rev. Helen Carlson and Mrs. Mary
Perry Rich are in Bath as delegates
from Lady Knox Chapter to the
State conference of the D.A.R. in
session there this week.

The Woman's Educational Club
has secured its fifth life member, a
Massachusetts woman. As yet no
Rockland woman has qualified for
this distinction. Glencove, Auburn.
.
, „
*
Nebraska and New York having supplied the four previous life members
Our Dollar Days' Sale will be con
tinued over Monday and Tuesday
due to the storm. E. B. Hastings)
Rockland.—adv.

RADIO SETS ADJUSTED,
Repaired, and Custom Set Building
by expert engineer

CROCKETT’S GARAGE
Rockport. Phone 2380-Camden membeS
National Radio Institute,
Washington, D. C.
7-21-tf

lb 17c

3 lbs 15c

Yellow Onions. 10 lb bag
when pa< kcd.

Chapin Class met Tuesday night
with Mrs. Emma Hall and had a
large number of members out for
relief sewing and a social hour. The
meeting Tuesday will be with Mrs.
Katheryn St. Clair.

Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Hall, accom
panied toy Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Mrs. A. U. Patterson goes to
j Crossman of Bangor, have returned Somerville. Mass., today to spend a
, from a motor trip of two and one- week with her daughter, Miss Eliza
half months of unusual interest. Mr. Patterson.
and Mrs. Hall were joined by the
Mrs. Daniel Snow who has been
Crossmans at Jacksonville Fla., then
I proceeding leisurely through the in Freeport with her mother for the
southern part of the country to past 10 days Is In the city packing
' California, first stopping to visit her household goods to go forward
i relatives in San Diego and to at- later In the week to Bath where Mr.
j tend the Exposition. Visits were al- Snow has employment.
■ so made in Pasadena and Hollywood
Mrs. Raymond Cross. Miss Marian
as well as side trips to many other
places in the State of California. Be- . uPham and Mrs Herbm KalIoch
fore beginning the homeward trln i won honors in brldgc when
through the mld-Western states, a iclub ,ncl Monday nl8ht *“h Mrs
tour was made of Texas, Arizona. Walter Kimball
Mexico and New Mexico. They
Winners at the card party given
found unusual interest in the In
under the auspices of Miriam Re
spection of the famous Carlsbad I
bekah Lodge Tuesday afternoon were
Caverns in Carlsbad, New Mexico.
Mrs. Fred Achorn, Mrs. Ames, Mrs.
Henry Jordan, Mrs. Ralph Lufkin,'
Gary Evan, infant son of Vr. and
I Mrs. W. H. Anderson, Mrs. Streeter,
Mrs. Eino Aho. has left Knox Hospl- ,,, . .
...
.
. ,
H [ Webster and Mrs. Annie Aylward.
tai where '» underwit’. n gucccrf.il I,,..
— v. .............. .. „ .
I
Miss Florence Kaler acted as hos
operation, and with h.s ;urents Is at1 tess. The next party will be Tues-|
the home of his grandmother, Mrs
day, April 7, and Mrs. Lillian Mc
Charles S. Hall, Ocean street, while Rae will be in charge.
convalescing.
There will be no Masonic Assemb-:
Mrs. Elonia Tuttle entertained at ly at Temple hall tonight, the event
cards Tuesday night her guests be this week taking place in Camden.
ing Mrs.. H. M. Noyes and Mis.
Charles Turner of North Haven, and' Capt. H. R. Huntley has returned
Mrs. Almon B. Cooper.
j to his home on Pleasant street after
■
I spending a week with his daughter, I
Helen and Erwin, children of Mr Mrs. Grace Lewis. Camden street,
and Mrs. Erwin Chase, celebrated
_____
thetr birthdays. Helen s first and
Mrs. Abbie Campbell was hostess|
Erwin's third, by entertaining Mon- t0 Waweno- k Club Monday night,
day afternoon in a charming man- when these papers were presented:;
ner. Their guests were Carolyn Har- -Jane Barlow," by Mrs Cora Snow; '
riman. Lawrence Mason. Jackie Snow Edwin Burke," by Mrs Campbell;
Janice Koster, John Benson. Marie "The Irish In the United States," by i
Halstead, and Adelbert McDonald. Miss Minnie Smith.
Several of the mothers were guests
ol Mrs. Chase. Refreshments fea
Universalist Mission Circle meets
tured two birthday cakes each this afternoon in the vestry Instead
decorated
and
bearing
lighted of Wednesday as scheduled. The
candles. Both children were show activities of the afternoon will in
ered with gifts.
clude devo.ions, relief sewing, a pro
gram, and tea.
_____
i]
Junior Harmcty Club meds to
Mrs. Willard Sewall and two.j
night at 8:30 at the home of Mrs.
children, oi Brunswick, were guests
Leola F. Noyes, counselor.
Sunday of Mrs. Sewall's parents. Mr. i
John Benson gave a party Sunday and Mrs. Lester Plummer.
afternoon to celebrate his fifth birth
day, his guests being Earlen Beal.
Outing Club was entertained at
Melvinia Vinal. Lawrence Mills, luncheon yesterday by Mrs. William
Herbert Seaman. Peggy Philbrook, Frye.
and Helen and Erwin Chase. The
little folks had a jolly time playing
There will be a card party, bridge
games, the afternoon nicely rounded and 83, at Pleasant Valley Grange'
out With refreshments in which was hall Friday at 7:30. Supper at C in,
a festive birthday cake and ice cream charge of Mrs. Myron Young.
John was remembered with many
gifts.
Fales Circle. Ladies of the G A R
held a card party Tuesday night at,
Mrs. Sadie Leach was hostess to the home of Mrs. Florence Young.
Thimble Club Monday night.
Honors were won by Mrs. Bernice I
Jackson and Mrs. Raymond Ander
Mrs. Charles S. Hall entertained son. in bridge, and by Myron Young :
the N. N. Club Tuesday afternoon and Arlene Robbins in Monopoly.
with bridge and tea at the home of
Mrs. Oscar Duncan. Honors were
Miss Annie Ervine oi Round Pond i
won by Mrs. Duncan and Mrs. A. P. is guest of Rev and Mr;. John Smitn
BlaisdeU.
Lowe for the weekend

Fresh Fruits and
Vegetables
Cauliflower, large
heads, .

Snow Ball Cigarettes

In addition to personal notes regard*
mg departures and arrivals, thia depart
ment especially deslrea Information of
social happenings parties, musicals, etc
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE________________ 770 or 794

29c

white
each 15c

Oranges, Florida Valencias.
lge size doz 31c; rx lge doz 33c
Chicory, well bleached.
lb 10c
Lettuce, solid, crisp.
2 hds 15:

& PACIFIC

At the Ladies' Night recently held
in this city by the Knox Ministerial
Association Rev. H. E Leach of
Thomaston was the speaker, giving
an interesting talk on Albert,
Schweitzer. Missionary in Africa."
Miss Margaret Stevens and Miss
Louise Dolliver entertained at a
"blarney" party Tuesday night at
Miss Stevens' home on Broadway.
The house was attractively decorated
, . ,
.
with shamrocks in keeping with the
holiday and luncheon featured green
as well. In the Recognition game
Miss Mabel Stover won the prize,
and beano honors went to Miss
Stover and Mrs. Elsa Constantine,
with Mrs. Clara Kelsey receiving the
consolation. Guests present were
Mrs. Maud Comins, Mrs. Lucy Lowe.
Mrs. Kathleen Burkett, Mrs. Kelsey.
Miss Stover, Miss Edith Straw, Mrs.
Constantine, Mrs. Harriet Lufkin,
Miss Jeannie McConchle. Miss Hazelteen Watts and Miss Katherine A.
Veazic,

Miss Sarah Block of 126 Limcrock
street, who Is visiting in Boston was
a guest, together with Misses Jeanne
Ginsberg and Belle Harris of Bangor
and Miss Lillian Ralchlen of New
York at a dinner party tendered in
thdr honor by a group of Maine
friends at Hotel Brunswick Sunday.
At the close of the dinner, the party
attended the social of the Bangor
Club, which Is composed of former
Bangor residents and thdr families,
and which was also held at the Hotel
Brunswick.

^ood time,"

BECAUSE

The parly at Town Hall. Owl's
Head, Tuesday night under the
auspices of American Legion Auxili
ary. was a pronounced success, it be
ing one of tlie jollicst times imagin
able. attended by 70 persons. Mrs.
Minnie Smith as chairman contribu
ted large:’/ to the enjoyment of the
occasion. Greetings were extended
by Mrs. Bernice Jackson, president of .
the Auxiliary, after which there was
dancing to music provided by a 3-.
piece orchestra unc.er the direct! in ,
of "Jerry” Mtugeson, beano and |
cards, in wniih honors were won by
Mary Foste?. Alice Dyer. Sam Pepp
ed?, Marge-y Jackson, Roger Smith
and Bargara A-lctn. Refreshments
were served.

Ths Extracrdineiy business given by the Ladies of
Rcckland and all Knox County—FULLER-COBB,
Inc., are HAPPY to Announce that we arc Nearing
our Quota—We are Confident that with our present
Daily Selling Activities we surely will

“GO OVER THE TOP”-AND BEYOND OUR QUOTA

CALLING AU WOMEN!
FOR OUR “THANK YOU AND FOR THE LAST TWO CUT PRICE DAYS

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

and

WHIRLWIND FINISH!

will be a

AGAIN WE SLASH PRICES TO MORE
KEENER MARKDOWNS FOR LAST TWO DAYS!
NEW GOODS ARRIVING DAILY-PRICED LIKE MARKDOWNS!
ENDS
SAT. NITE !

EXCITING! DRAMATIC! CUT PRICE DAYS!

TRUSTEE'S
The ENTIRE STORK if

FULLER-COBB, inc
EVERYTHING ORDERED SOLD!
>
ENTIRE ST< ICK SACRIFICED
Jhfiowtsr pp/> ES Of ALL T/MES

BEYOND A SHADOW OF DOUBT
THE GREATEST BUYING-SAVING OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME
As one good woman said to another: “I have bought my entire Easter outfit at the FullerCobb Sale—I know I saved more than one-half.”

IMAGINE!

BUYING BRAND NEW SPRING, 1936, FULLERCOBB STANDARD GRADE GOODS AT THESE
PRICES FRIDAY AND SATURDAY—POSI
TIVELY LAST DAYS!

$3 89 $£-89

MADE TO
SELL FOR
$10, $12, $15

These are Brand New Spring, 1936, Styles ard Fabrics. Glamorous
Prints, Sheers, Novelties. Sizes for Women and Misses

Browne Club meets tonight at th"
Corner building, for white crocs work.,

Mrs. Raymond Cross gave a St.
Patrick's Day party for TuesdayNight Bridge Club. The luncheon
table was exquisitely appointed and
decorated in keeping with the sea
son. the color scheme of green and
white carried out also in the menu,
and in bridge favors. Honors fell to
Mrs. Ronald Messer, Miss Macrise ij
Blackington, Mrs. Daniel Snow and
Mrs. Clifton Cross. Mrs. Messer had jj
the distinction of making the most j
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Smalley, game on no trump bid.
returning from a Southern trip,
"What Civilization Owes to Italy"
arrive home Saturday night.
will be the subject of the program
"We auto have a good time at our for the meeting of Methebesec Club
| ‘auto social.' and you auto come," Friday at 2:30 at The Thorndike
These were the words which brought Mrs. Alice Karl, in charge, will be I
j over 50 hale and hearty young peopl? assisted by Mrs. Eva Hellier. There
1 to the vestry of the Littlefield Me- will also be current events and music j
i mortal Baptist Church on Camden featuring piano solos by Miss Edna
street last Monday ticning. The Gregory. Important business mat-'
room was well decorated with num ters are to be discussed at this meet
I
ber plates; gasoline, tire and battery ing.
signs; and pictures of practically
Mrs. Malcolm Winslow returned to 1
every size, model and make of auto
mobiles on the market. Two hours Vinalhavcn Tuesday after visiting!
passed by all too quickly as these Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Kalloch for a '
lively young people entered with a few days.
"breakneck speed” into the interest
ing ar.d unique auto games prepared
and conducted by Misses Blanche
Gray, Vivian Chaples and Mrs
Charles Marstaller. There were auto
races, tests as to the knowledge of
makes of cars, stunts and “filling
radiators." "The mechanic and his
blow-out" afforded much amusement,
and the “Motor Romance" was most
interesting. The "no parking" sign
hanging conspicuously over the
"Filling Station." was completely
disregarded as hungry and happy
folks came to be filled with cones of
ice cream. Then the traffic cop's
whistle signaled that it was time to
go home. Reluctantly It was obeyed
but all agreed that “We’d had a

Page Seven

89 $089

^wa’6

MADE TO
SELL FOR
$12 to $18

ALL NEW BOYISH! MANNISH! FEMININE STYLES!

KNIT SUITS, worth $7.98; for.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $3.89

MADE TO
SELL FOR
$15 to $25

jj

-I-

, <

r-l

NEW SPRING SPORTS AND DRESS COATS—ALL SIZES!

VI/HWl
WV W I

M-

FRIDAY, 9 A.
86SILK,
SATIN, CREPE, WOOL DRESSES

Last Saturday more than 100 Presses were all s/old within one hour. Here
are better ralur —original prices were $5.95 to $12.75.
So please bi here

colly.

SPRING HATS
$1.98
ALso Imported French
50c and SI.00

Felts

Limit one lo a ea-tnmer.

B

Brand New Straw and Felt

ALL TOILETRIES

SLIPS
59c

One-half Price
PURE CANDIES
Chocolates and Bon Bons
(without white and black box)

36c pair; 3 pair $1.00
a^^nhn^Hk^Fldiroii Pure Silk

HOSE
55c pair; 2 pairs $1.00

Buy now for the summer camp
5225 to $4.25

BLANKETS
$1.49, $1.98, $2.98

Silk Crepe-Like Rayon $1.25, $1.5!<J
Fuller-Cobb Famous

New Spring Shades

Satin-Like Rayon R9r

Creams, Ixitions, Perfumes, Toilrt|

Water, Vanity Caaes, Etc.
at

«P

49c pound
--------- naauaHua!
Satin-Like Rayon 50c

PANTIES, BLOOMERS
39c

Hundreds cf items drastically marked down.

Regular $5.95

SLIPS ,and CHEMISE

CELANESE SPREADS

Some Lace Triinmed

Mary Rich Colirs

$2.99

___________

Extra

Good Quality Long-Wear

BED SHEETS
All size.;.

Reg. $1.35 Grade

89c

"HAND BAGS
49c

REMNANTS,

% Price

The last cut pi ice days arc Friday-Saturday. Buy Now and Save!

FULLER=COBB j* Rockland
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lecturer for the host Grange, called Judges Disagree;"’ Leona Risteen, among the pleusiug features of tlte
attention to the fact that Penobscot reading, "An anecdote;" “Odd Facts" j evening. Scott A. Rackliff con
Wide Variety Of Enter- View Grange will be 32 yeats old given by Louise Dunbar. M Fuller, tributed a recitation of a poem by
Would Have Some Of the! W.C.T.U. Program Arranged By Miss
March 24. All subordinate Granges Charles E. Gregory, Bro. Rackliff; Edgar Ouest; Lucia Hopkins, a readHastings Does Honor To It
.
Congressional Candidates
tainment Marked the Glen present reported new members and reading, "A Desert in Mid-Ocean," I ing "Maine;" Past State Master
by B. Rackliff. The formal program Gardner quoted from Washington's
applications being received.
Eliminate Themselves
The W. C. T. U. met with Miss
cove Session
Wessaweskeag Grange of South closed with a humorous reading 1 "Farewell Address."
Ernestine Getchell witli a goodie
The next meeting will be held with
(By Judge W. R. Pattangall)
Limerock Vclley Pomona Grange Thomaston under its master, Scott "Methuselah" by Rose P. leBlanc.
number present. An interesting pro
The fifth degree was conferred in Megunticook Grange of Camden
The beauties of the primary sys
met with Penobscot View Grange A. Rackliffe. has developed a record
The program pre April 11 when Ralph C. Wentworth.
tem of selecting candidates for of gram on the Union Signal was ar Saturday at Glencove. Attendance this year that is a challenge to thc the evening.
fice become more and more appar ranged by Miss Florence Hastings. was large n spite of water covered rest of tlte State. Nineteen new mem sented by the lecturer of the host County Age.it, will talk on "Farming
ent as the years go by. The Repub Roll call responses with apt phrases roads in back count-y sections, 100 bers have been taken in under the Grange included a short skit. "Barn Outlook for Knox County." 'The
present officers and more applica acle Bill the Sailor." presented as , surprise feature of the program will
licans of Maine, just regaining cons- j setting forth the benefits derived J being served at supper.
ciousness after the shock of the 1932 from reading the Union Signal were
Hartley M. Steward of Houlton, tions are being received here too special feature by Pleasant Valley be presented by Penobscot View
and 1934 elections, find themselves
lecturer for thc Maine State Grange, One of the interesting facts atoui Grange and postponed from the Grange. Members are asked to come
quite amusing. In answer to thc
comforted with the possibility of
was guest speaker. Hls sublet. “The V.'essawesk"ag's new membership is afternoon program Raymond Ander prepared to answer the roll call:
having no Republican candidate for query what is the Union Signal? was Five Points of the Grange" brought that the oldest new member is only son as Barnacle Bill and M Young "What I Would do With $50" and the
as the “fair maiden" made a great results should be interesting to see
Congress in either the First or the brought out the statement that— out the principles of education. 24.
"The Union Signal is the only na legislation. sociability, cooperation
Second District.
The lecturer spoke of a statewide hit and convulsed the audience by how many worthwhile things could
be included by spending such a sum
Of course a name will be printed tional publication devoted exclusive- and fraternity as emphasized in the contest, word of which all subordin their acting and singing.
Examples of how the ate Granges will receive shortly. This
on the ballot under the designation ly to gathering scientific data, facts Qrang?
Little Leor.a Flanders of Rock ln the home, on the grounds, for
“Representative to Congress" in the and figures, news matters and re- Qrange had carTled QUt these pQints is a musical contest for mixed quar land. wearing a striking white satin travel, etc.
column headed by thc word “Repub- j views of material from all the world. in Maine added to the interest of hls tets. Each Grange is to select Us suit and cap edged with while fur.
lican." But in both districts the dis dealing with the spiritual, psycho- [Rlk Mr SRwart san? tWQ song, best quartet. Eliminations to .-elect gave a aong and tap dance specialty
NOTICE TO MARINERS
ciples of the good Dr Townsend logical wellbeing of God s children. much enj0VRd by hlg audicncc
the best quartet of the Pomona 1 that called for an encore. FIB
have entered candidates in the Re and which strives to deielop civic ac
Englishman Bay—Brothers Bell
Among the many visitors present Grange are to be completed in June Morse resixmded to the "Methuse
publican Primary. In the present be tivity looking towards laws for their were Past State Master Obadiah Those chosen from the Pomonas of lah" poem of the afternoon by re Buoy 3. reported capsized March 4,
wildered condition of the public protection and for the opportunity cf Qardn„ and thc worthv mRStRr of the State will go through further citing an original response he wrote was relieved March 15.
M Crocker eliminations to select the best one to it during the supper hour. Flora
mind when a belief in Santa Claus life free from public greed and ex- UncoIn Domona
West Penobscot Bay — Passage
plotting
Interests."
•
has become a part of the economic
of Boothbay. Mrs. Crocker and their to represent Maine at the New Eng Wright gave two recitations. James Northward of North Haven Island—
In the Union Signal you will find grandson.
creed of thousands of citizens, and
Fred F. Maxey of land Lecturers' Conference ln Au Riley of St. George Orange sang a McIntosh Ledge Buoy will be moved
the
latest news from Congress, facts, Thomaston, deputy for Knox juris- J gust at Durham. N. H.
with six or eight candidates in the
Scotch song. Leona Risteen read about May 15. into 60 feet. 125 yards.
First District and four in the Sec figures and latest trends of world diction, another visitor at this meet-, Past Master H. N. Brazier gave "The Farm«r Feeds them All." Bro 116 degrees from McIntosh Ledge,
ond. dividing the vote, it is not im peace, child welfare, liquor problems ing. reported on the School ot In the welcome for the host Grange and ther Robinson of St. Oeorge gave an changed to a black 2nd-class tall
■
possible that the nominations should and human relationship. If this struction held Thursday at South Scott A Rackliff. P. M. of I.ime- Irish story; Sister Young of Pleasant can and numbered 1.
be won by advocates of the most ri "Journal of Social Welfare" could only Warren with Good Will Grange rock Valley Pomona gave the re Valley Grange recited a humorous
Portland Harbor Approach—Cor
poem on "The New Deal; ' Sister win Rock Lighted Bell Buoy 3. re
diculous theory that has emanated be placed upon the desk of everv when fhe full quota of state officers sponse.
from the mind of any sane human, minister of the Gospel, of every were present.
“My Old Kentucky Home" and Miles gave a humorous reading "Oo ported extinguished and bell missing
being since the first savage tribe ex teacher in the public school of everv
The new year books were given out 'Tenting Tonight," were sung. F. L Ask Your Ma." Vocal duets by Ray March 14th, was repaired and re
perimented with an embryonic gov friendly local editor, of every busi at this meeting. Charles E. Gregory. S Morse gave an original poem. "The mond Anderson and M Young were lighted March 15.
i
ness and professional executive
ernment.
known to be interested in humanity,
• • • •
It is not impossible that in each what a dynamic force that would
of the two districts there may be mean for the temperance movement
An investment of the equivalent of
40.000 votes cast in the Republican
primaries next June. This ls a high two cents a week brings to your door
figure but there is more than ordin or to some public reading table everv
ary interest in politics this year. As week this greatest champion of the
suming six candidates in the First temperance cause ever produced in
District and a reasonably equal di print. The Union Signal Mrs. Emery
vision of support. 10.000 votes might stated briefly how articles from the
nominate. Unless the Townsend hys Union Signal were used in programs,
teria subsides before primary day press reports, for talks and demon
there are likely to be found in the strations. and ln keeping Informe I
counties Of York. Cumberland. Ox cn all matters of the organization
ford and Sagadahoc. 10.003 adher Yearly subscriptions are sent to the
local High School and Public Librarv
ents of the plan.
A like situation obstains in the where they are used extensively by
Second District. With a possible 40 - pupils.
It was voted to make some changes
000 votes divided among four candi
tn the programs notice of which will
dates. 12.000 would land a winner. It
does not require a particularly ac be given in the press.
"PAITS” SUGGESTION

THE UNION SIGNAL

]LIMEROCK POMONA

The course of young love doesn't always run smooth, especially ln the

Old M’e.it, what with outlaw bandits and bank-robbers always butting in to
disturb a romantic young man—but any youngster who has “Hopalong"

Caaaldy fur a pal doesn't have to worry—hr knows that good old “Hoppy"

will manage to pull him out of his scrape!

Bill Boyd, Jimmy Ellison and

Muriel Evans head the east of "Call of the Prairie," laUst in the "Hopalong"
(assidy series—adv.

Blue Tweed-Weave Is again on sale
at The Courier-Gazette <>fflre. This
ls good news to those who use this
smooth writing paper. Stock up while
the sale is on. It is offered during

March only—$1.00 for a big box of
100 double sheets 7x12 Inches, or 209
single sheets 6x7 inches, and envelopes, printed with your name and
address

NEW TYPE GASOLINE GIVES
YOU 3 VALUES FOR 1 PRICE

tive imagination to envision that
number cf voters attending the
.
primary in support of so magnetic a
*Av<vaii«t ac thd* Rpv \fr I^rk^mbv
of Pittsfield.
The figures given here are ad
mittedly high—the chances are that
the primary vote in either district
will not exceed 35.C03. in which case
B.000 in the First and 10.000 in the
Second Dis.rict would decide the
result, thus furnishing one more
opportunity
for
an
organized
minority to defeat the will of a large
but disunited majority.

send out disheartening news to the
rest of the country on the morning
elec;ion.
.
_
The Republican State platform for
1934 contained a plank calling for
revision or repeal of the primary
law. A few members of the Legis
lature took the platfcrm declaration
seriously and endeavored to secure
legislation ln accordance with it but
a sufficient number of Republican
members adopted the New Deal
theory ln regard to platforms ar.d
joined the Democratic minority In
defeating the effort of their more
conscientious associates.
One of the marked features of
the primary law is to make party
promises worthless, which is an
added reason for changing the sys-

The especially serious side of the
problem ls that the nomination of
a Townsendite for Congress by the
Republican party in any Congres
sional district in New England
would be followed by the election tcm
of a Democrat. In ordinary times
this might not be objectionable but
Just now. when at least threefourths of the people of this section.'
irrespective of party are anxiously
Just a few drops of
awaiting an opportunity to register
Vicks Va tto nol
clears clogging mu
their condemnation of the New Deal,
cus. reduces swollen
they should not, by any chance be
membranes, brings
obliged to choose between it and a
comforting relief.
moronic nightmare.
30c and 50c
Reasonably Intelligent leadership
on the part of the Republicans
should prevent this catastrophe. It
should be possible to arrange the
withdrawal of a substantial number
of candidates. Mr. Oakes, Mr.
Payson. Mr. Blssett. Mr. Bridges and
Mr. Partridge are all public spirited
men. loyal to their party and anxious
to serve it in their State and country. ’
The same thing can be said of Mr.:
Buzzell. Mr. Dwinal and Mr. Webber
None of these men would permit the
party, in the present crisis, to be
wrecked on the rock of personal |
ambition.
Some method should be devised for'
ascertaining which of these can- j
didates find most favor In the pub
lic mind and the others should,
promptly combine to carry the pri- j
DON'T RISK
mary for that one. Or. if no one of
them especially appeals to the elec
A COLD HOUSE!
torate. a candidate should be draft- |
Order a supply of D&H
ed who can command general sup
Cone-Cleaned Anthra
port.
cite while you still have
If such a plan can be worked out!
some left in your bin.
lr. these two districts. Maine will
have a solid Republican delegation
at Washington next January. Un
less it is done there is grave dan- *
ger that something less desirable will [
occur.
• • • •
There will come a time when the
people of Maine will realize the
fallacy of the primary theory, ap
preciate its enervating influence on
DRY HARD WOOD
public life, awake to the dangers
Per Foot. Fitted .........................$1.25
involved ln lt and abolish that sys
Per Foot. Sawed .........................$1.15
tem of choosing public servants but
Per Foot, Long .............................$1.05
it will take a few more years of
governmental pain and suffering be
fore the patient will agree to submit
to so radical an operation. The best
that can oe done at present is to
alleviate the situation by the ap
519 MAIN STREET,
TEL. 487
plication of self-denial on the part of
candidates and intelligent leadership
DjE'H is one lean ed
on the part of party managers. If this
ls too much to expect, Maine may

(yet it costs no more than ordinary gasolines)
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.a powerful hi-test gasoline

MO
.a patented top-cylinder oil

Tydol's first value to you. Tydol has
always set the pace. Today, it offers
you the most powerful, long-mileage
motor fuel with the highest anti-knock
octane rating, ever sold anywhere at
the same price as ordinary gasolines.

Tydol's second value. Without cost to you,
every gallon of this gasoline contains
192 drops of a special patented lubricant.
This prevents sticking valves and safe
guards upper-cylinder walls, pistons,
and oil-rings from costly wear and tear.
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“Get all three’’-for the price of one
Rockland motorists, here’s a new
kind of gasoline . . . 1936 Tydol. A
gasoline that does 3 jobs in your
[motor at one»time.
Tydol drives your motor better
than it’s ever been driven before. It
gives your motor vital top-cylinder
lubrication. It frees your motor from
carbon, rust, and corrosion. And it

does all 3 jobs for the same price per
gallon you’ve been paying for ordi
nary gasolines.

This Triple-Action Tydol means
a cleaner, smoother, more-powerful
motor than you’ve ever had before.
A motor that’s long on mileage and
short on expense. Get this extra
value Tydol today...at no extra cost

Triple-Action

OTydol
Gasoline.
THIRI'S AN
ENGINEER IN EVERY GALLON

Tide Water Oil Company ... 27 Main St., South Portland
Cwrtlt.1 l»W. T. W. O. C.

